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Agenda Item 1
NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP
Minute of Meeting of the North East Scotland Transport Partnership Board
Aberdeen, Friday, 3 November 2017
Present:

Councillor Peter Argyle (Chairperson); Dr Margaret Bochel (Vice
Chairperson), Councillor Sandra Macdonald (Vice Chairperson); and
Councillors Philip Bell, John Cox, Martin Ford (as substitute for
Councillor David Aitchison); Alex Nicoll and Colin Pike and Eddie
Anderson.

In attendance:

Ross Brennan (Aberdeenshire Council), Lisa Christie (Aberdeen City
Council), Kirsty Chalmers (Nestrans), Rab Dickson (Nestrans), Paul
Finch (Aberdeenshire Council), David Jennings (SDPA, Adviser to
the Board), Lucy Johnston (Aberdeenshire Council), Mark Masson
(Clerk, Aberdeen City Council), Councillor Ian Mollison
(Aberdeenshire Council), Derick Murray (Nestrans) and Ewan
Wallace (Aberdeenshire Council).

Apologies:

Councillors David Aitchison and Jennifer Stewart, Mr Gerry Donald,
Mr George Mair (Adviser to the Board) and Eric Owens (Aberdeen
City Council, Adviser to the Board).

MINUTE OF BOARD MEETING, 18 SEPTEMBER 2017
1.
The Board had before it the minute of its previous meeting of 18 September,
2017 for approval.
The Board resolved:to approve the minute.
PRESENTATION ON ABERDEEN-INVERNESS RAIL ENHANCEMENT PROJECT STACEY MACDONALD, NETWORK RAIL
2.

The Board received a presentation from Stacey Macdonald, Network Rail.

Ms Macdonald provided information in relation to the Aberdeen to Inverness rail
enhancement project, which highlighted projected outcomes for each phase, key dates
and scale of works to be undertaken which will include disruptions and probable
blockades, community engagement and progress of works.
Members then asked a number of questions, and the following was noted: that informal meetings could be arranged to discuss issues relating to impending
works, and that members should contact Ms Macdonald in this regard;
 that work to dismantle the Forres compound was progressing this week;
 that tracks currently being re-laid at Kintore would be utilised; and
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that there would be some evening timetable changes to the Inverness to
Aberdeen route in 2018.

The Board resolved:to thank Stacey Macdonald for her presentation.
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
3.
The Board had before it a report by the Director of Nestrans which provided an
update on liaison with other RTP’s, the Scottish Government and other organisations.
The report recommended:that the Board note progress on liaison arrangements with RTP’s, the Scottish
Government and others and arrangements for future meetings.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendation; and
(ii)
to note that the Director would submit feedback to the consultant in terms of the
issues raised by Councillor Pike relating to the Laurencekirk Flyover exhibition.
STRATEGIC TRANSPORT FUND UPDATE
4.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on matters relating to
the Strategic Transport Fund guidance.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the judgement of the Supreme Court; and
(b)
instruct officers to enter into discussions with SDPA, Council officers and others
on the implications of the judgement.
The Committee resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendations; and
(ii)
to note that the Director would write to the Planning Minister, to suggest that the
Planning Bill be amended to take account of the Supreme Court’s decision and
emphasise the impact that this decision would have financially for the region as a
whole.
FRASERBURGH AND PETERHEAD TO ABERDEEN STRATEGIC TRANSPORT
STUDY
5.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on progress
regarding the Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport Study.
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The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
agree to pass the final reports for consultation to Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire Councils; and
(b)
note that the final reports for both the road and rail studies will be made available
on the Nestrans website (www.nestrans.org.uk) on 3 November 2017.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendations; and
(ii)
to note that copies of the Executive Summary and Infographic images could be
circulated to members if requested and were also contained on the Nestrans
website.
NORTH EAST ROAD CASUALTY REDUCTION PARTNERSHIP
6.
The Board had before it a report in relation to the ongoing work to establish a
North East Casualty Reduction Partnership and sought endorsement of a Casualty
Reduction Strategy, which had been developed in partnership.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
endorse the refreshed North East Scotland Road Casualty Reduction Strategy;
and
(b)
agree to annual updates on the activities set out in the Strategy.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
PROGRESS REPORT
7.
The Board had it before it the progress report which outlined the status of
various activities of the Regional Transport Strategy.
The Board resolved:to note the contents of the report.
CONSULTATIONS
8.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update of recent publications
and consultation papers of interest and sought to agree a response where appropriate.
The report recommended:that the Board –
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on Local
Bus Services and approve the attached Appendix A as Nestrans’ response;
consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on Smart
Ticketing and approve the attached Appendix B as Nestrans’ response;
consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on Free
Bus Travel and approve the attached Appendix C as Nestrans’ response;
consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on Low
Emission Zones and approve the attached Appendix D as Nestrans’ response;
consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on the
Greenferns consultation and approve the attached Appendix E as Nestrans’
response; and
note Nestrans’ response to the Roadworks consultation in Appendix F.

The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations, subject to adding to the response at (c) an alternative
approach of a small charge for concessionary travel.
STATUTORY CLIMATE CHANGE INDICATORS 2016/17
9.
The Board had before it a report on the responsibilities being placed on Nestrans
as a public body in respect of their duties in relation to the Climate Change Act
(Scotland) 2009.
The report recommended:that the Board note the report and the requirement for Nestrans to report on its activities
and policies in respect of Climate Change duties.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
2017/18 BUDGET MATTERS
10.
The Board had before it a report by the Treasurer which provided an update on
the Partnership’s 2017/18 monitoring and forecast outturn position and to consider any
budget or monitoring issues that may arise.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1;
(b)
approve the virements presented in Appendix 2; and
(c)
note the decision of the Supreme Court in relation to the Strategic Transport
Fund.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
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INFORMATION BULLETIN
11.
The Board had before it a report which provided information and updates on a
number of matters not requiring decisions.
The report recommended:that the Board note the contents of the report.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS
12.
The Board had before it a list of recent and forthcoming conferences of interest
to Nestrans.
The Board resolved:to note the content of the list.
PENDING BUSINESS AND REPORTS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
13.
The Board had before it a report which (1) advised members on pending
business requested by the Board and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board
meetings; and (2) provided the opportunity for the Board to add to or amend the
scheduling.
The report recommended:that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the provisional
scheduling of major reports to future Board meetings.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendation; and
(ii)
to request that the Director report back on A947 and A96 road developments.
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Agenda Item 3a
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

Strategy 3a Director’s report on liaison between RTPs, and with the Scottish
Government and Others



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update the Board on liaison with other RTPs, with the
Scottish Government and other organisations.



Background

This report details meetings with other RTPs across Scotland, Transport Scotland and other
national transport bodies highlighting issues of interest across Scotland. It also notes
meetings of the Health and Transport Action Plan (HTAP) Steering Group and the Local
Authority Bus Operators Forum (LABOF).



Recent Developments

The last full Board meeting was held in September 2017, since which the following updates
are available from meetings:
 A90 Laurencekirk junctions public exhibition, St Laurence Hall, Laurencekirk,
30 October 2017
Jenny Anderson attended this event for Nestrans. The event was well attended and
appeared to be well received. Three options were shown, two with a flyover junction
at the south junction and one with a flyover at the north with a new side road leading
to the A937 Montrose road.
The consultants are now collating the comments received and will add this to the
assessment process for choosing a preferred option for further detailed design.
 Active Travel Task Force, Edinburgh, 31 October 2017
Derick Murray sits on this Task Force representing SCOTS, the Society of Chief
Officers in Transportation in Scotland. The Task Force had a further day of evidence
gathering from interested groups including schools, professions, Transport Scotland
itself and other interest groups. The Task Force is now developing some thoughts on
the evidence received and is preparing a report on that and developing thinking on
recommendations to the Minister.
 Cross Party Group on Rail, Scottish Parliament, Holyrood, 31 October 2017
The Minister for Transport and the Islands addressed the well-attended Cross Party
Group on Rail. Under discussion were the new and refurbished trains about to be
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introduced, new services to be introduced and developments for potential new lines
with Borders, Levenmouth, St Andrews and Ellon being mentioned.
There was also discussion about light rail (particularly to Glasgow Airport and cross
Glasgow) and a public sector bidder for the next franchise.
 Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Seminar, Aberdeen, 3 Nov 2017
Members of Nestrans, Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils and local MPs
and MSPs were given presentations by the consultants commissioned by Nestrans to
do further work on road and rail options for improving connectivity between Aberdeen
and Peterhead/ Fraserburgh, with particular focus on Aberdeen to Ellon.
The consultants’ reports, executive summaries and infographic sheets are available
on the Nestrans website. These have been passed onto the two councils for their
consideration before further deliberation by the Nestrans Board.
 Aberdeen Station 150th Anniversary, Aberdeen, 6 Nov 2017
There was an event at Aberdeen Station to celebrate the 150th anniversary of its
opening in November 1867. The event included a naming ceremony, with a train
named after the station. The new Chief Executive of the ScotRail/ Network Rail
Alliance, Alex Hynes was the speaker at the event. Mr Hynes has been invited to the
north east to discuss our economic aspirations and how rail is central to achieving
our ambitions.


Transport Scotland rail team, Aberdeen, 6 Nov 2017
Derick Murray and Rab Dickson from Nestrans and Paul Finch from Aberdeenshire
Council met with representatives from Transport Scotland’s rail team, Network Rail
and Abellio ScotRail. Items under discussion included:
o Aberdeen to Inverness
 Inverurie car park extension
 This extension to car parking will be completed in December
2017
 Re-doubling the track
 Advice to passengers on purchasing season tickets covering
periods of track blockade will begin in December
 Plans are being advanced for the 2018 summer period which
will see disruption between Dyce and Aberdeen
 Plans are being considered for the 2019 summer period which
will see disruption between Inverurie and Dyce
 Kintore Station
 The Compulsory Purchase Order has been confirmed and
work progresses on submitting a planning application.
o Insch station
 Nestrans and Network Rail have agreed to work together on preparing
a consultants brief for improving access to the northbound platform for
people with disabilities
 Discussions are underway with the Planning Team at Aberdeenshire
Council
o Aberdeen to Central Belt
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o

o



Discussion on the expectations in the north east for use of the £200m
additional funding announced alongside the City Region Deal
Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen study
 An update on the findings of the rail study between Aberdeen-DyceEllon was given to Transport Scotland
Other issues discussed included:
 Invitation to Chief Executive of ScotRail/Network Rail Alliance
 Union Terrace Gardens
 Car Parking at stations in the north east
 Delivery timescale for the refurbished intercity trains
 SQUIRE requirements for station furniture to meet standards

RTP Lead Officers and SOLACE re Roles and Responsibilities, Edinburgh, 7
Nov 2017
The RTP Lead Officers met with Society of Local Authority Chief Executives
(SOLACE) representatives to discuss progress with the Roles and Responsibilities
review as part of the National Transport Strategy review.



National Forum for Transportation Leaders, Edinburgh, 7 Nov 2017
This meeting, called by the Minister for Transport and the Islands, to discuss the
National Transport Strategy Review and Active Travel, was attended by Cllr Peter
Argyle, Cllr Philip Bell, Eric Owens, Ewan Wallace & Derick Murray representing
Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire and Nestrans.
The morning session covered progress with the development of the National
Transport Strategy Review, stressing the attempts being made to include as many
stakeholders as possible to create a truly national transport strategy. The afternoon
session covered various aspects of Active Travel again trying to integrate national,
regional and local policy to ease delivery of Active Travel projects.



RTP Lead Officers, Glasgow, 8 Nov 2017
The RTP Lead Officers had a joint session with Transport Scotland’s active travel
team. Under discussion was the increase in funding for active travel announced
recently by Scottish Government.
Also discussed by the Lead Officers was the Chairs meeting on 6 December with the
Minister for Transport.
The remainder of the meeting centred on the various consultations currently in
circulation and updates from the various representatives on the National Transport
Strategy Review Groups.



Aberdeen to Inverness Stakeholders Group, Inverurie, 9 Nov 2017
Rab Dickson attended this meeting in Inverurie Town Hall with Transport Scotland,
local authorities, Network Rail, Abellio ScotRail and British Transport Police. The
group heard that progress was being made, particularly with the new station at
Forres now being open and the extended loop at Elgin. Focus will now turn to the
eastern end of the route and will include significant activity over the next two years.
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Seven Cities Connectivity & Infrastructure Group, Perth, 10 Nov 2017
Unfortunately due to diary clashes Nestrans were unable to be represented at this
meeting.



Minister’s Seminar on Local Bus and Smart Ticketing, Edinburgh, 15 Nov 2017
Nestrans were represented at this meeting by Margaret Bochel in her capacity as
Vice Chair. This was a meeting called by the Minister to hear views on improving bus
services with a view to what could be included in the forthcoming Transport Bill. The
session included representatives from Lothian Buses, RTP’s, Councils, MSP’s,
Transport Scotland and the Traffic Commissioner.
The Minister stressed that the Bill should be seen as a package of measures which
collectively were designed to improve bus services. Emphasis was placed on the
proposed measures sitting within the wider Planning Review, the Regional and Local
Transport Strategies.
Reference was made to clarifying the legal situation with regard to Councils running
their own bus services. The Minister stressed that models across the country were
being looked at to learn lessons but that each area of the country would need to find
the right solution for their circumstances.
Maximising the usage of all public sector fleets was emphasised.
The Traffic Commissioner highlighted the importance of Public Transport Units within
Councils and RTP’s being recognised as significant contributors to the services
provided across the public sector and as such should be given a higher priority by the
public sector bodies.



Transport Scotland re Concession fares, tele-conference, 22 Nov 2017
Derick Murray discussed with Transport Scotland how elements of the concessionary
fares proposals could be trialled.



Aberdeen International Airport Consultative Committee, 1 Dec 2017
Eddie Anderson represents Nestrans on the Airport Consultative Committee and
attended the meeting on 1st December. The meeting heard a presentation from
Tonya Pentland of UK Border Force on the new facilities in Aberdeen Airport.
Other things worthy of noting are:• Passenger numbers are making a recovery. Year on year - fixed wing up by
3.3% and helicopters down by 9.7%. Overall an improvement of total numbers of
1.4%.
• Stage 2 of the Aberdeen Airport development will be ready by mid 2018.
This is the new security area and retail space. Both greatly improved in size.
• At the last meeting the group had agreed that the Chair write to the Minister
for Transport asking if Aberdeen Airport could get special consideration and
exemption from ADT – as Inverness has at this time. A response had indicated that
this exemption would not be offered to Aberdeen and in future Inverness may lose its
exemption as passenger numbers increase.
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The following meetings will be held, but due to their scheduling close to the Board meeting,
oral updates will be provided as appropriate:


National Transport Strategy (Safer & Resilient Group), Edinburgh, 4 Dec 2017



AGCC Vanguard Conference, Aberdeen, 5 Dec 2017



HTAP Steering Group, Aberdeen, 5 Dec 2017



RTP Chairs, Glasgow, 6 Dec 2017
It is intended that the Minister for Transport & the Islands will attend this meeting.



Future Programme of Meetings


City Region Deal Transport Working Group, Venue TBA, 14 Dec 2017



City Centre Master Plan Programme Board, Aberdeen, 14 Dec 2017



National Transport Strategy, Roles and Responsibilities Group, Glasgow, 15
Dec 2017



Aberdeen City Region Deal Transport Working Group, Venue TBA, 18 Jan 2018



High Speed Rail Stakeholders Group, Glasgow, 1 Feb 2018



Nestrans Board meeting, Aberdeen, 14 February 2017
The Minister for Transport and the Islands has agreed to attend this Board meeting,
subject to Parliamentary requirements. Should the Minister be unable to attend in
person, it is hoped that a video conference can be set up. This is again subject to
Parliamentary requirements.

Recommendation
The Board is recommended to note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the
Scottish Government and others and arrangements for future meetings.

RD/RGM 29 November 2017
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Agenda Item 3b
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

3b Strategic Transport Fund Update


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update Board members on the implications of the Supreme
Court’s decision to quash the Strategic Transport Fund Supplementary Guidance.



Background

As reported to the Nestrans Board at its meeting on 3rd November 2017, the decision of the
Supreme Court in October 2017 quashed the Strategic Transport Fund Supplementary
Guidance produced by the Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA). The decision of
the Supreme Court is final. The full judgement is available from the Supreme Court website at
https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2016-0157-judgment.pdf.
The next meeting of the SDPA at which further details of the implications of the Supreme
Court judgement will be discussed is due to be held on 20th December 2017.


Ongoing determination of planning applications

In the absence of STF, as offered through existing planning policy, both councils will continue
to require developers to undertake their own Transport Assessments, to demonstrate that they
can mitigate any strategic and local transport issues caused by their developments. This
approach has allowed planning applications to be determined in the interim in the absence of
the supplementary guidance for the wider economic benefit of the area. The level of mitigation
achieved by this approach is however likely to be considerably lower than they would have
been under the STF. In summary, only a proportion of the direct impacts will be mitigated by
this approach and not the cumulative impacts which the STF was designed to address.


Cumulative Transport Appraisal

While the STF itself has been quashed, the evidence base upon which it was built, the
Cumulative Transport Appraisal, which was commissioned by Nestrans and the SDPA in
2009, has not been challenged throughout this process. As a consequence, it can still be used
to inform assessments and discussions with developers in helping to identify the impacts of
developments and the required mitigation.
An updated Cumulative Transport Appraisal has been commissioned by Nestrans to support
the development of the next Strategic Plan. Systra have been appointed to carry out this work
using the new ASAM14 version of the strategic model and work on this is due to report in
Spring 2018.


Implications of the decision

There are a range of potentially wider implications of the judgement which officers of the
SDPA, Nestrans and the two Councils are currently working through to explore in more detail.
It was agreed at the last Board meeting on 3rd November 2017 that a letter be written to the
Planning and Transport Ministers to lobby for a change in the legislation to enable authorities
to fully address the cumulative impact of new development through the planning process. The
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infrastructure levy proposal which the Scottish Government has been exploring as part of the
planning review is one potential mechanism through which this legal issue could be
addressed. A letter has since been sent to the Minister for Local Government and Housing,
copied to the Minister for Transport and the Islands.


Recommendation

The Board is recommended to:
a) Note the latest position with regard the STF and the Cumulative Transport Appraisal;
b) Request a further update following consideration by the SDPA in December.

KC/ 30 November 2017
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Agenda Item 3c
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

3c Non-Councillor Board member Recruitment


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update members on the progress towards recruitment of a
further non-Councillor Board Member.



Background

The Nestrans Board consists of four elected representatives of each constituent local authority
and between three and four non-elected members. With Sandra Macdonald’s election to
Aberdeen City Council in May 2017, a position for a non-Councillor member became vacant.
At the Nestrans Board 26 June, it was agreed that a fourth non-Councillor member would be
an asset to the Board and the Director was instructed to advertise and publicise the vacancy.



Advertisement

Advertising the vacancy has been carried out through a formal advert carried in the Press &
Journal on Friday 17 November, supported by uploads to websites and by social media –
Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin.
The Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce also ran an article raising awareness of
the opportunity in the Business Bulletin magazine.



Process

Applications were sought by a closing date of 1 December 2017. An Appointments SubCommittee of Chair, Vice Chairs and Advisors is scheduled to meet on 19 December to review
the applicants with a view to short-listing and will conduct interviews on 9 January 2018.



Recommendation

The Board is recommended to:
a) Note the process and programme for appointing a fourth non-Councillor Board
member.

RD/ 1 December 2017

3c Non-Cllr Recruitment
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Agenda Item 4a
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

4a Civitas Portis Update



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with an update on the European project
Civitas Portis and to seek approval of amendments to Nestrans’ contribution to the project.



Background

Members may recall a report to the 19 April 2017 Meeting of the Board when details were
given of Nestrans’ involvement in a project focussing on the particular transport issues in
and around port cities. In partnership with the port cities of Antwerp in Belgium, Trieste in
Italy, Klaipeda in Lithuania and Constanta in Romania, the Aberdeen partnership grouping
consists of Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen Harbour Board in
addition to Nestrans. The University of Aberdeen are also involved as Evaluation partner for
the project as a whole.
The Aberdeen partners have been allocated a total budget of 4million Euros (£3.2million)
over four years September 2016 to August 2020, of which Nestrans has an allocation of
around 314,344 Euros (£266,035 at September 2016 exchange rates).


Proposed Amendments

Initially, Nestrans budget allocation was all under the heading of “Staff time”, but it has
become clear that it would be neither desirable nor possible to dedicate this proportion of
staff time to a single project from such a small organisation. Since staff time is already
accounted for in budgets, it would also potentially mean that very little additionality would be
provided from our involvement in the project.
A proposed amendment has therefore been discussed with local partners and with the
project management board, suggesting that specific areas of additional support, including
research/consultancy work and implementing initiatives would fit better with the ethos of the
project and provide real benefit from Nestrans’ involvement with the project.
The following amendments have therefore been suggested to Nestrans’ involvement in the
project:
 Appointment of Freight Advisor
Nestrans leads on the Freight work packages of the project and the appointment of an
expert to provide support and engage with businesses in the area has been identified as an
important element in developing thinking and being able to deliver improvements in
supporting the effective and efficient movement of goods around the region. Expressions of
Interest have been sought and it is hoped that an appointment can be made soon.
 Park & Ride Research

In partnership with bus operators and local authorities involved in the Local Authorities Bus
Operators Forum (LABOF), a knowledge gap has been identified in terms of understanding
who uses Park & Ride, for what purposes and what are the key drivers of use (or of
choosing not to use P&R). Item 5a on this agenda details a proposal to undertake research
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to better our understanding and provide an evidence base to enable a best value marketing
and promotion plan to be implemented.
 Travel Plans

An opportunity exists through the project to better engage with businesses in the areas of
North Dee (between the City Centre and River Dee) and in the Altens/Tullos areas to
encourage Staff Travel Plans and develop initiatives in conjunction with businesses to
promote sustainable travel. It is suggested that a consultant could be employed to liaise with
individual companies and coordinate between businesses to ensure collaboration, involving
Nestrans and the Councils as appropriate.
 Demand Management in the City Region

A move towards increasing the mode share of sustainable transport may require to be
supported by managing demand in addition to implementing measures to encourage a shift.
As part of the next Regional Transport Strategy and bearing in mind the infrastructure
investment currently being delivered, it might be appropriate to consider the options for
managing demand across the City Region. This is clearly a strategic consideration and
therefore probably best led by Nestrans in collaboration with the two Councils and other
stakeholders. An external consultant would be best placed to identify the options, the public
acceptability of each and how it might impact on the City-Region. Examples would include
Low Emission Zones, parking management and traffic management in support of a revised
Road Hierarchy.
 Improving Walking and Cycling in North Dee area

Implementing specific measures to improve the walking and cycling environment in an area
so close to the City Centre would be complementary to the Travel Planning work mentioned
above and to the City Centre Master Plan initiatives ongoing. Traffic Regulation Orders,
protecting footways from obstructive parking, opening up paths and cycle routes and
improved wayfinding could all contribute towards an improved public realm in the area.
It is believed that such deliverables are consistent with the aims of the PORTIS project and
will enable a meaningful contribution towards its aims and objectives.


Budget Implications

The amendments indicated above and other minor variations between headings and work
packages within the project, are calculated to ensure that the overall budget package for
Nestrans is not affected. In total, some 90,000 Euros (£76,000) will be moved from Staff
Time to Sub-contract (Consultancy) and a further 50,000 Euros (£42,000) will be moved
from Staff Time to Direct Costs, but the total Nestrans budget of 314,344 Euros (£266,035)
remains unaffected.


Recommendations

The Board is recommended to:
a) note progress on the Civitas Portis project;
b) approve for their part the amendments indicated above; and
c) endorse the principle that any savings or additional benefits accruing from the projects be
allocated to initiatives in keeping with the Portis project.
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Agenda Item 5a
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

5a Bus Action Plan: Park and Ride Market Research


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of a study to be commissioned to support the
European funded CIVITAS PORTIS project and the promotion and development of the wider
park and ride network.



Background

With the opening of the new park and ride site at Craibstone earlier this year, Nestrans is keen
to undertake work to better understand the current usage and barriers to using park and ride in
the north east in order that action can be taken to maximise the benefits of the new site at
Craibstone on the A96 and ensure growth in park and ride patronage across the network as a
whole.
The purpose of this study is to carry out market research in order to update our current
understanding of park and ride users and non-users, to develop an action plan to increase
patronage and inform a range of marketing and promotion principles for individual sites and /
or the network as a whole.



Links to the CIVITAS PORTIS European Project

Aberdeen is one of a five city consortium participating in the CIVITAS PORTIS project which is
fully funded by the EU through the Horizon 2020 programme. This is a four year European
project that will test and measure innovative and sustainable urban mobility solutions in five
European port cities. Of particular relevance to this study is the Collective Travel workstream
of the CIVITAS PORTIS project which focuses on the A96 corridor between Inverurie and
Aberdeen, incorporating the Craibstone Park and Ride.
The findings from this study will help to inform a key project milestone within the CIVITAS
project, to develop a communications and marketing strategy as well as informing potential
actions.



Project outputs and timescales

The key outcomes to be achieved through this study are:






An improved understanding of usage and car park occupancy at each of the existing
park and ride sites;
An improved understanding of who is currently using park and ride (including origins
and destinations) and why;
An improved understanding of why people do not use park and ride;
Recommendations for increasing usage and development of an action plan; and
Development of key marketing and promotion principles for individual sites and the
network as a whole.
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It is expected that the commission will be awarded in January 2018 with completion in Spring
2018.
The brief has been developed in liaison with the Local Authority and Bus Operator Forum
(LABOF) which includes Nestrans, the two Councils, First and Stagecoach. It is expected to
cost in the region of £30,000 and an application has been made for this to be funded through
the CIVITAS PORTIS project.



Recommendation

The Board is recommended to:
a) Approve Nestrans involvement in leading a Park & Ride Market Research study; and
b) Request outcomes of the study to be reported to a future Nestrans Board meeting,
along with proposals for marketing, promotion and any further actions which may arise
as a result of the study.

KC/ 4 December 2017
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Agenda Item 5b
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

5b Rail Action Plan Update



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with an update on a number of matters in
relation to rail, in support of Nestrans’ Rail Action Plan.


Background

Nestrans Rail Action Plan is available from the website at:
http://www.nestrans.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/5a-RAP-Jan-10.pdf
Rail usage in the north east has grown significantly in the last decade. Although recent
reports indicated a reduction in rail use as a result of the economic downturn, it is likely that
a return to growth can be expected. Proposals for enhanced Aberdeen-Inverness line
including dualling the track between Aberdeen and Inverurie and a “Revolution in Rail”
providing new rolling stock, increased capacity and more regular stops at local stations, it is
likely that increasing demand will be experienced in coming years.
Nestrans, local authorities and rail partners including Transport Scotland, Network Rail and
Abellio ScotRail are keen to ensure proper planning to account for future demand.


Dyce Station Car Park

Members may recall that Nestrans commissioned consultants to undertake surveys of car
parking in and around Dyce station and to develop a proposal for a car park extension based
on forecast future demand for the station.
A preferred option consisting of a site capable of providing an additional 209 spaces was
identified and has since been included as an allocated site for that purpose in the Aberdeen
City Local Development Plan.
With the ongoing demand exceeding capacity at Dyce station car park, and the possibility of
significant additional demand as a result of the enhancements between Aberdeen and
Inverness, further frequency improvements and the proposal for cross-City services, it is an
opportune time to consider the implementation of the car park extension.
It is suggested that Nestrans should appoint a consultant to further refine the proposals,
liaise with Aberdeen City Council in terms of traffic issues and possible traffic management
on streets accessing the site, developing an application for planning permission, work with
Abellio ScotRail who are a potential partner in such a project and discuss with Network
Rail/Transport Scotland the prospects for a Scottish Stations Fund bid for implementation
during 2018/19.


Car Park Capacity/Demand at Mearns Stations

Members will be aware that demand for car parking at some stations exceeds available
capacity. This is particularly the case at Stonehaven station, where overspill parking onto
residential streets has been an issue for some years.
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With the proposals for a “Revolution in Rail” potentially increasing substantially the number
of calls as well as the train capacity at stations, there is a need to ensure that consideration
is given to the possible implications. It is suggested that a consultancy study is undertaken
to look into future forecasts for station usage in the Mearns area (Laurencekirk, Stonehaven
and Portlethen) and to include identification of areas of land where future car park
extensions might be accommodated if required.
Insch Station



Members will recall that at the meeting of the Board in September 2017, it was agreed that
officers should discuss with Network Rail the options for improving access at Insch station.
A meeting was held with Network Rail and Transport Scotland on 6 November 2017 and a
number of actions were agreed. Option appraisal can be conducted either by an external
consultant (who would need to involve Network Rail in their considerations) or by Network
Rail themselves.
Further discussions have also been held with Aberdeenshire Council’s Planning Team in
respect of the listed status of the station and the consequences for some of the options and
also with the Local Development Planning team in terms of the potential for the next edition
of the LDP to include an allocation to enable improved access south of the station.
Budget Implications



In respect of the proposals at Dyce, it is anticipated that a fee of around £20,000 should be
allocated for the support this financial year and that an allocation for implementation during
2018/19 should be considered within the budget setting process. Previous indicative costs
for implementing the additional parking capacity were in the region of £466,000 - if a funding
package can be agreed, Nestrans may be required to allocate around a quarter of that
figure, i.e. £116,500 in 2018/19.
A consultancy study to assess station usage and parking demand forecasts at the Mearns
stations, including car parking surveys and identifying possible land for future car parking is
expected to cost in the region of £30,000.
Nestrans Board has previously considered a report outlining a budget of £25,000 to assess
the options for improving access at Insch station. Suggestions for virements to meet the
above costs are given in the separate budget matters report.


Recommendations

The Board is recommended to:
a) note the contents of the report;
b) approve the appointment of consultancy support to further develop proposals for a car park
extension at Dyce subject to budget agreement;
c) approve the appointment of consultancy support to assess the forecast demand for parking
at the three Mearns stations subject to budget agreement; and
d) note the ongoing discussions in respect of improving access at Insch.

RD/4 December 2017
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC1 - Rail Links and Services
EC1a:
Aberdeen Ministerial announcement on STPR 10 Dec 08
Reducing journey Central Belt rail includes rail service enhancements between
times to
improvement
Aberdeen and the Central Belt and reconfiguration if
Edinburgh and
the national rail timetable (incl trying to reduce
Glasgow, and
journey times to the Central Belt by up to 20mins) as
further south.
priority projects On 28 Jan 2016 S Gov announced
£200million to help improve journey times and
increase capacity between Aberdeen and the Central
Belt as part of a £254million package in addition to
the City Region Deal. Mar 2017 Minister announced
team to be set up to review options for capacity
improvements between Aberdeen and Dundee, as
well as options for double tracking Usan Junction and
the South Esk viaduct at Montrose.

EastFranchises
Coast
Manifesto
launched
July 2014.
Rail
DfT
took over
ECML15
franchise
on 14 Nov 09. Serco

£3K Revenue in

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Members of overview team
include representatives from
Transport Scotland, Nestrans,
Tactran, the ScotRail Alliance
and freight and passenger rail
service operators. Team met
for 2nd time on 10 Oct.
Network Rail progressing
opportunities and constraints
work. Terms of reference
discussed. Transport
Scotland representative
presented to the Aberdeen
City Region Deal Joint
Committee.
Contribution
for membership
Next meeting
The
Government
announced in Further
detailsofin

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC2 - Strategic Roads
EC2a:
Aberdeen
Laying of Cement Bound Granular Material
Overcoming
Western
(CBGM), Continuously Reinforced Concrete
constraints on the Peripheral
Paving (CRCP) and asphalt surface course has
network that have Route continued across all areas, and this is expected
a direct impact on Balmedie to
to continue whilst the weather remains suitable.
travel to/from the Tipperty
Road signs, markings and road restraint systems
north east, such (AWPR-BT) ® also continue to be installed in various areas,
as the A90
along with planting and landscaping works.
through or around
Water management, drainage and structural
Dundee and
works continue along the full length of the site.
dualling the A96
Works on the 270m long River Dee crossing,
to Inverness.
which began construction in summer 2015 with
piling and foundation works, has reached a
significant milestone with the decking now
meeting above the River Dee and creating a new
link between Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire.
Works on the decking part of the River Don
crossing structure continue to progress. The new
Foveran Link Road has been opened to traffic,
providing access to Foveran from the south via a
temporary new junction onto the existing A90.
Works are continuing on constructing the second
half of the new underpass structure below the
northbound A90 carriageway at Balmedie. It is
anticipated that this structure will be completed
by the end of the year.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Contracting Authority to
Completion
continue to deliver packages of Winter 2017/18
work to achieve the
programme timescales.
Further information can be
found at the project website:
http://www.transportscotland.go
v.uk/ road/aberdeen-westernperipheral-route/trafficmanagement

↑

EC2a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
Aberdeen
Temporary traffic management (including
EC2a (contd)
Western
temporary traffic signals) continues to be in place
Peripheral
at A93, as junction works including the
Route installation of permanent traffic signals
Balmedie to
progresses. It is expected that the permanent
Tipperty
traffic signals will go live before the end of the
(AWPR-BT) ® year, and that they will be set on a temporary
phasing until the AWPR/B-T mainline is open to
traffic. Bridge beams for the northbound
(continued)
carriageway section of the new B979 Netherley
Road Underbridge have been successfully
installed. Carriageway and decking works have
now commenced which, following completion,
will allow traffic to be redirected back onto the
original A90 alignment at this location. The old
Charleston flyover bridge on the A90 has now
been demolished, with the new A956 overbridge
at Charleston recently opened to limited
movements of traffic. Access to and from various
points is still restricted as construction
continues. Major temporary traffic management
(with average speed cameras) continues to be in
place on the A90 at Stonehaven, Charleston,
Blackdog and Balmedie. Weekend contraflows on
the A90 at Blackdog have also been in place for a
number of weekends.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Press releases and tweets
continue to be published in
respect of planned works
affecting all the key road
corridors. Every effort
continues to be made to
minimise disruption to road
users and local communities
during construction by
carrying out lane closures offpeak and at weekends where
possible. The Contact and
Education Space, located at
the main site office
(Stonehaven) remains open
to the general public.

EC2a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
A96 Dualling
The Scottish Gov’s Infrastructure and Investment
EC2a (contd)
Plan set out the aim to dual the A96 (T) between
Aberdeen and Inverness by 2030. Project included
within NPF3: Proposed Framework. Transport
Scotland announced on 4 April 2017 that Aecom,
Amey Arup Joint Venture, Atkins WSP Joint Venture
and Jacobs were to be invited to bid for the contract
for a 26 mile stretch of the A96 from east of Huntly to
Aberdeen.
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EC4 - ConnectionsForth
by Sea
EC4a:
Closer joint
working through
the North East
Freight Forum.

EC4b:
Scottish Ferry
Improved access
and facilities at
ports and
interchange with
passenger ferries.

Forth Crossing Act came into force on 18 March
A North East Ports Forum established. Ongoing
discussions with Harbour Board and Zettrans.
Meeting of NE Freight Forum held on 9 March and
included formal launch of Freight Action Plan.

The Minister for Transport has announced that a

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Contract worth up to £50M
awarded by Transport Scotland
to Amey Arup Joint Venture for
the route option assessment
and detailed design work to
dual the A96 between east of
Huntly and Aberdeen. Meet the
team events were held in
November in Inverurie, Huntly
and Blackburn to let the
public meet the people
desiging this section.

AC/ACC and
Nestrans
officers met
with TS and
Amey on 27
Nov.
Community
Council Forum
meetings to be
held in
Inverurie and
Huntly on 7
Dec.

Since the new Queensferry
Scottish Energy Ports
Capability Directory was
launched on 21 Nov. It
provides businesses
investing in Scotland with a
searchable database allowing
the users to examine and
compare ports using a range
of attributes. It also provides
a range of in-depth
information for individual
ports.

Once the new
The portal
provides
accurate and
updated port
information
and it is hosted
and managed
by the BPA

Audit Scotland published their

The Minister for

Status

↑

↑

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
EC4b:
Civitas - Portis Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council,
Improved access
Nestrans, RGU, University of Aberdeen and
and facilities at
Aberdeen Harbour Board have made a bid in
ports and
partnership with 4 other ports to the Civitas
interchange with
programme. Grant will provide up to 100% funding
passenger ferries.
for measures and run for 4 years from Sept 2016.
Nestrans has been awarded a notional budget of
£260-270k over four years, within a total Aberdeen
allocation of around £1.5million.
Ferry shuttle
Aberdeen
City Council
issued
tender in
to
Peripheral
Aviation
Campaign
being
undertaken
to2007
protect

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Nestrans received
Nestrans continuing to work
half of grant up front with partners to progress the
£133K
various work packages we
are involved with through
2017/18 Costs to
Civitas. Separate report to
date = £8.5K
Board highlights proposed
changes in the use of some
of Nestrans allocation.
FromAirports
14 Oct Commission
2013 the
The

Target

Status

↑
↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC1 - Rail
IC1a:
Seek to secure
an increased
frequency of
services between
InverurieAberdeenStonehaven and
improved
services to
Inverness.

Project/Action Progress
Aberdeen to
Inverness
Improvements
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Inverurie town
interchange ®

IC1b:
Laurencekirk
Proposed new
station at Kintore
and further
development of
the rail system to
be set out in the
Rail Action Plan,
including
improvements to
the accessibility
of existing
stations

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

On 28 March 2014 First Minister announced £170
million scheme of works, to be completed over the
next five years. This includes redoubling of most of
the track between Aberdeen and Inverurie, platform
extensions to accommodate six-car trains at Insch
and Elgin and infrastructure to allow for new stations
at Kintore and Dalcross. BAM was appointed by
Network Rail on 16 Oct 2015 for the upgrade of the
Aberdeen-Inverness line.
Network Rail has initiated railway industry clearance
procedures with a view to making land available for
the Inverurie Transport Interchange. Once complete,
work can start to remove the railway sidings and a
phased delivery of the new Interchange. £500K
outstanding ITF funding advanced to Nestrans and
later passed to AC to retain in a ring-fenced account.

Remaining grant at
start 2017/18 =
£411.8K

Final invoice for car park received by Nestrans and

Invoiced 2009-2011

Spend this year =
£96K

To be done

Target

Stakeholders group met in
Inverurie on 9 November.

Next
stakeholders
group meeting
to be held on
16 January
2018

AC working with ScotRail to
extend parking at Inverurie
Railway Station in the short
term prior to the full interchange
project. This will allow for an
additional 36 parking bays,
improvements to surfacing,
layout and lighting. Funding
agreement in place between
Nestrans and ScotRail and
grant provided for ScotRail to
manage works.
Evaluation of Laurencekirk Rail

Status

Following a
tender Abellio
ScotRail
appointed
Luddons on 20
Oct as principal
contractor for
the works.
Works
underway and
due to be
complete mid
December.

↑

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC1b:
Kintore Station Included within GRIP3 report on Aberdeen Proposed new
®
Inverness line improvements to be delivered by 2019.
station at Kintore
Aberdeenshire Council has agreed to pass a
and further
resolution to make a Compulsory Purchase Order to
development of
acquire the land adjacent to the railway at Northern
the rail system to
Road, Kintore for the provision of a new Kintore
be set out in the
railway station. Bid submitted to Scottish Stations
Rail Action Plan,
Fund and award of 60% of the £12.2M project cost
including
agreed. Nestrans and AC have committed to fund
improvements to
the remainder. Compulsory Purchase Order
the accessibility
confirmed by Scottish Ministers
of existing
stations

Page 34
Dyce Station

Nestrans commissioned a study in 2015 to consider
options to increase parking at Dyce Station.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£1.015M in 2017/18
(comprising of
£527K delay draw
down from 16/17 and
£488K allocation in
17/18)

Works continuing with
finalisation of design and
planning application. Costs
of land not known but
estimated to range from £70K
to £700K and will be clarified
once CPO complete and Land
Tribunal to resolve. WSP to
be commissioned at cost of
£43K to deal with design of
station, car park and access
road in preparation for
planning permission. Current
agreement in principle is for
Stations Fund money to go to
Network Rail for platform and
overbridge construction with
AC/Nestrans funding used for
the car park and access
roads.

Planning
application to
be submitted
with aim of
construction
between Spring
- Autumn 2019
and opening
Dec 2019 to
enable platform
build to match
phasing of
Aberdeen to
Inverness
upgrade

Invoiced to date =
£21.8K

Status

↑

Proposal in separate budget
report to allocate funding for
consultancy work to prepare
a bid to the Scottish Stations
Fund towards the
construction costs of
additional parking
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC1d:
Investigate, in line
with the principles
of STAG, the
feasibility, costs
and benefits of
new railway lines
to expand rail
provision in the
north east.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Fraserburgh Peterhead to
Aberdeen
strategic
transport
corridor study

Budget approved to undertake multi-modal study for
the Aberdeen to Buchan corridor to consider the
feasibility, costs and benefits of options, including
new rail lines. Study awarded to SIAS in partnership
with Peter Brett Assoc and Natural Capital. Funding
contribution of £25K provided by TS in 2015/16.
STAG part 1 assessment published on Nestrans
website and referred to Councils. Two further pieces
of work commissioned to provide further background
evidence to assist with future consideration of which
elements be progressed to STAG Part 2 appraisal.

£50K Capital in
2017/18

Additional appraisal
published on Nestrans
website and findings referred
to Councils and Transport
Scotland for comment, which
will be reported back to the
next meeting of the Nestrans
Board.

Phase 3 consists of further nodes along the A956
Wellington Road and King Street corridor and the
A944 Westburn Road/Lang Stracht corridor.

£150K Capital in
17/18
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IC2 - Road Improvements
IC2a:
Strategic
Strategic Roads Network
Capacity
Monitoring
improvements –
tackling
constraints at A90
Ellon - Peterhead,
dualling of the
A96 (as identified
in the IIP),
Haudagain
junction, Access
to Aberdeen from
the south, and at
other junctions
serving
Aberdeenshire
towns.

Invoiced to date =
£14.7K

Invoiced to date =
£35.9K

ACC has successfully attracted
approx £60K additional funding
through ERDF that will fund 6
additional sensor nodes.
Original programme for delivery
to be extended to enable
streamlined delivery of project
as a whole, but still expect to
complete delivery by end Feb
2018. ACC Road Services to
undertake civils element of
project.

Target

Status

↑

Installation
works
programmed to
commence on
the A944
corridor on 3rd
December.

↑
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actions from
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the south, and at
other junctions
serving
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towns.
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Future Actions/ Progress
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Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Variable
The third phase of Variable Message Sign (VMS)
Message Signs - deployment aims to capture locations where decision
Phase 3
points arise in relation to the AWPR. This funding
would provide an additional three signs to be
deployed to capture decision points for routing onto
the AWPR once opened. It will also allow advertising
of Park and Ride locations where appropriate.
Following 3 indicative sites identified: A90 Ellon Road
sbd, just south of roundabout at B&Q, A947
Newmachar to Dyce Road, sbd, prior to AWPR
junctions and A93 ebd, prior to AWPR junction

£165K Capital in
17/18

ACC bus lane enforcement
monies have been identified for
the procurement of 3 additional
VMS. Plan to merge
procurement of all sites into a
single contract to obtain more
competitive rates. Design
consultation with Transport
Scotland and Aberdeenshire
Council completed with all
locations agreed and
permission granted for signs
within their road boundaries.

Procurement
documentation
to be finalised
and published
on Public
Contract
Scotland (PCS).

B9119 Queen’s
Cross
pedestrian
crossing
upgrades

£25K Capital in
2017/18

Improvements are likely to
include Carden Place being
upgraded to a puffin and
incorporating a refuge island on
Queens road crossing with an
additional signal pole.
Programme being agreed with
ITS team and contracting
elements. Carden Pl works to
be installed imminently.

Design for
Queens Road to
be completed
and works to be
programmed to
match the
Roads Services
programmes
due to the Civils
works required
at this location.

Invoiced to date =
£2.1K

Status

↑

IC2a (contd)
IC2b:
Strategic Roads
Safety
improvements –
alignment and
junction
improvements on
A90 south
including at
Laurencekirk.
Overtaking,
junction and
alignment
improvements on
A90 north and
A96. Route
Action on A92,
A93, A944, A947

Two pedestrian crossings at the Queens Cross
Roundabout (Queens Road and Carden Place) have
been the location of child pedestrian injury accidents.
It is proposed to provide additional and updated
infrastructure at these locations to highlight the
crossings to drivers, reducing red light running, and
make a safer environment for pedestrians.

Invoiced to date =
£0.5K

↑
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improvements –
alignment and
junction
improvements on
05/12/2017
A90 south
including at
Laurencekirk.
Strategy Strand
Overtaking,
RTS actions
junction
and
alignment
improvements on
A90 north and
A96. Route
Action on A92,
A93, A944, A947

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report
Current Actions/ Progress

Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

A947 Route
Action

£80K Capital in
2017/18

Info from 16/17 day and night
route audits suggests there
is opportunity to consolidate
and declutter signs in many
areas. Programme of works
to be developed.
Investigations into junction
improvements at Whiterashes
and Oldmeldrum not to be
progressed as analysis has
shown no cost benefit. There
is scope for lay-by and
overtaking lane works,
although this could be
considered under the City
Region Deal. Following
review of average speed
cameras further work to be
undertaken to identify the
particular areas that could
benefit from this.
Area Committees have
approved the works
programme. Contract
awarded to CTM following
advertisement through Public
Contract Scotland.

Council
officers to
discuss longer
term options
for bigger
projects and
whether they
could be taken
forward
through City
Region Deal
funding and
report to be
prepared to
Area
Committees

Further budget approved for 2017/18 to continue
delivery of road safety improvements. Aecom
commissioned in 2016/17 to look at opportunities
such as overtaking lanes and junction improvements
and develop a series of statements from the Action
Plan. Night time audit of any missing road studs and
average speed camera case studies undertaken and
will help determine programme for 2017/18.
Delivery of Action Plan to be progressed and
business cases developed for individual schemes
along the corridor.

Invoiced to date =
£21.6K
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nestrans

Reflective Road A92 / A90 Lower Northwater Bridge
Studs
A93 Peterculter to Braemar
A944 / B993 to A97
A97 / A944 to Formartine

£1.68K Capital in
2017/18
£21.1K Capital in
2017/18
£28.6K Capital in
2017/18
£48.4K Capital in
2017/18

Status

Currently on
site, with all
road reflective
stud work
scheduled for
completion by
March 2018.

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Embankment
A93 Nether Knox. Works will involve the installation
Reconstruction of 90 metres of gabion baskets to support the road
(Gabions)
embankment which is subsidising. Area Committee
has approve programme.
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IC2d:
Prioritised
maintenance for
strategic routes,
with particular
benefits for public
transport and
sustainable
modes.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£100K Capital in
2017/18

Aberdeenshire Council
currently on site undertaking
these works. Virement
suggested in budget report
as layout of current drainage
satisfactory and doesn't
require to be re-directed and
no need to now go through
farm land.

Aim to
complete
works mid
December
2017.

Car share
lanes Resurfacing
Final report received and placed on website and sent £100.5K Capital in
A947
Mill of
Kingoodie
2017/18
Bends Phase 2
Invoiced to date =
£81.8K

Awaiting
comments
fromby
Works
were
undertaken
Leiths and are now complete.
Final costs lower than budget
as less works required than
originally anticipated and
virement proposed in
separate budget report.

A947 Lower
Woodton to
Birkenhills

Resurfacing

A93 Bridge of
Canny to Sluie

Surface Dressing

Works were undertaken by
Leiths and are now complete.
Await invoice for final
measurement, but projected
out turn is £97K and virement
proposed in separate budget
report.
Works undertaken using inhouse resources by
Aberdeenshire Council.
Surface dressing and lining
works complete. Final
measurement to be
processed.

£125.02K Capital in
2017/18
Invoiced to date =
£85.5K

£73.86K Capital in
2017/18

Status

↑
↑
↑

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
AWPR Signage Developing signing strategy and preliminary design of
in Aberdeenshire strategic signage. Full list of signs requiring
amendment or replacement being drawn up, but not
expected be as extensive as anticipated as signage
at main junctions included within the AWPR contract.

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

Target

£30K Capital delay
draw down to
2017/18

A number of signs in north and
south sections have been
identified for patching or
replacement ie patching
Directional Signs and Advanced
Directional Signs in settlements
from A90 to A92 for Portlethen
and Newtonhill areas and from
A90 to B977 for all side roads
onto existing A90 along with
patching signs at B9000
junction at Newburgh.
Directional Signs in Stonehaven
to be changed and patching of
sign at B979 roundabout in
Stonehaven.

New signs
complete and
sitting at
Inverurie Sign
Shop. Poles
not yet
invoiced as
size and
numbers not
known until
signs erected
once AWPR
open. Full
budget not
required and
virement
proposed.
Model

IC2d (contd)

Page 39

IC2e:
City Region
Support Local
Deal (CRD)
Authorities in
bringing forward
LTS projects that
contribute to
strategic
objectives

nestrans

CRD funding being used to meet costs of upgrade to Invoiced to date and
strategic Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM)
recharged to CRD =
commissioned by Nestrans to ensure it provides a
£181.33K
suitably robust basis for transport and land use
appraisal. Systra appointed to upgrade model
following a competitive tender through Scotland
Excel.

Base model complete and
forecast models for
2017,2023, 2032 and 2027
being developed and
expected to be available in
early 2018. Model to be used
to inform a Strategic
Transport Appraisal for the
region and applications being
received for information from
the model for a number of
other studies.

Status

development
reports to be
completed and
audit to be
undertaken by
Aecom.

↑

↑
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LTS projects that
contribute to
strategic
objectives
05/12/2017

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Strategic
Strategic Transport Appraisal agreed as part of the
Transport
City Region Deal. Transport Scotland arranged
Appraisal
procurement and Jacobs appointed to undertake
appraisal.

Development
Plans

Page 40
IC2e (contd)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

STF Supplementary Guidance was adopted by the
£140K Revenue in
Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) on 2017/18
25 June and ratified by both Councils before coming
into force on 28 Aug 2015. STF payments to date
given in budget matters report. Decision of the Court
in respect of the challenge by Elsick Development Co
Ltd was published on 29 April 2016. The Court
upheld the appeal and quashed the Supplementary
Guidance. SDPA granted leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court. Hearing held on 13 June 2017.
Judgement announced 25 Oct and subject of
separate STF report.

To be done

Target

Status

Stakeholder interviews and
Further details
workshop sessions
in information
undertaken in November. A
bulletin.
youth specific workshop to
be held 14 Dec and a public
web based survey and one
targeted at organisations and
community councils arranged
thereafter.
Systra appointed to undertake
the cumulative transport
assessment using ASAM14 to
identify the impacts on the
transport network resulting from
the proposed Strategic
Development Plan and to
identify what additional
infrastructure would be required
to facilitate the scale of
development.

Draft early
outcomes
report
submitted and
will be used to
inform the draft
Main Issues
Report

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017
Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC2f:
Strategic road
improvements to
mitigate the
cumulative impact
of development

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Develop and
implement
mitigation
measures

£50K Revenue in
2017/18

Additional traffic modelling
work for the revised 4 lane
alongside bridge option
completed and technical note
on findings prepared. The
conclusions predict
significant congestion and
suggest that there is
sufficient evidence not to
continue further assessment
of this option.

A report has
been prepared
for the CHI
Committee in
January which
recommends
that this option
should not be
progressed
further.

Option packages appraised
and public drop-in session
held 29 Nov at Altens Hotel to
view and comment on the
STAG part 1 appraisal of
options to date. Information
form drop in session can be
viewed on ACC website and
feedback form available.
Deadline for responses is 20
Dec. Further details in info
bulletin.

Initial draft
report on STAG
part 1
assessment to
be completed
and submitted
for client
review
following
inclusion of
feedback from
current
consultation.

River Dee link. Bridge of Dee Stag Part 2
commissioned . ACC approved contribution of
£150K towards study in 2015/16 using surplus from
the Bus Lane Enforcement System in 2014/15. Draft
STAG part 2 assessment reported to ACC's CHI on
24 Jan and is published on ACC website. Committee
agreed to review the concepts at a suitable period
after the opening of the AWPR to enable any
changes in traffic patterns to be accurately assessed
and to the indicative costs being brought up to date.
It was also agreed that officers look into the option of
a 4 lane rather than a 6 lane bridge.

Page 41

IC3 - Bus Improvements
IC3b:
Locking in the Appraisal and development of improvements that can
Review and
AWPR benefits - be made to 'lock in" the benefits for bus routes and
continue to
Wellington
active travel due to traffic reductions predicted as a
deliver the Bus
Road Multiresult of AWPR. This will include consideration of
Action Plan to
Modal Corridor road hierarchy proposals post AWPR and
improve quality
Study
information given on this separately at IC2e above.
and reliability of
Aecom commissioned to undertake STAG part 1
services and set
study for Wellington Road corridor.
out proposals for
extending bus
priority measures.

Invoiced to date=
£14.5K

£82.5K Rev in
2017/18 (incl £70K
delay draw down
from 16/17)
Invoiced to date =
£1.9K

Status

↑

↑
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improve quality
and reliability of
services and set
out proposals for
05/12/2017
extending bus
priority measures.

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A944 corridor
Modelling of options to improve bus journey time
modelling
reliability on the A944 corridor and at Union St/
Holburn St. Draft report on Union St/ Holburn St
finalised and discussed with Labof. No further testing
or progression of options proposed.

Bus Lane
Aberdeen
Cross City
Transport
Connections

Page 42

IC3c:
Explore the
options for rapid
transit in the
longer term
through the Bus
Action Plan.

City
IC3d:
A944Centre
Ellon
P&R
Expand Park and
Ride provision
linked to the
development of
the AWPR and
explore the
potential for minihubs that can be
served by existing
bus provision

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

£50K delayed draw
down plus £4.5K in
16/17
Invoiced = £54.4K

Aecom appointed. VISSIM
Study findings
model build completed and
to be reported
options tested. Study published to CHI in 2018.
on Nestrans website and
referred to Aberdeen City
Council for further consideration
as the relevant roads authority.

Scottish Statutory
required
to
Feasibility
study toInstruments
investigate ways
to maximise
connectivity between new developments in the
Aberdeen Local Development Plan. Contract
awarded to Sias, Peter Brett Associates and
Energising Environments. The Pre-Appraisal report
has been finalised and published on the ACC
website. STAG part 1 appraisal reported to ACC CHI
Committee in May and approved.

£200KRevenue
Capital and
£90K
in
17/18

ChargePart
notices
now being
sent
STAG
2 appraisal
tendered
and PBA consultants appointed.
Inception meeting held and
inception report submitted with
detailed programme. Board
agreed budget reduction as
study to continue into 2018,
Stakeholder workshops
undertaken and request
submitted for information
from the ASAM model.

ACC to publish
final version of
part 1 appraisal
on website.

City
centre
shuttle
bus
report
received.
Agreed
to
Grant
of
awarded
through
Gov
Bus
Phase
1,£112,500
which
includes
extension
toSexisting
car
park, resiting of recycle centre and new directional
signs completed. Ongoing problems with land
ownership and acquisition has been referred to
Transport Scotland. Funding approved for phase 2 additional external waiting facilities and upgrade to
turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles.

£33K Capital
£470K
Capitalin
delayed draw down
in 2017/18

RTS
Bus Action
Plan
to bewas
Kingswells
P&C
entrance
Advertising
of CPO
complete
and no objections received. AC
working with Transport Scotland
to finalise the CPO, which could
take 3 - 5 months to conclude.
Amended work package and
design required following
ground investigation works.
Full budget will not be used
this financial year and initial
virement suggested in
separate budget report.

Aim to issue
tender in Jan
and award
contract March
with
construction
starting early
April 2018

Aecom commissioned to progress scheme to tender.

Invoiced to date =
£7K

Invoiced to date =
£62.9K

Target

Status

↑
↑

↑

↑

↑
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the AWPR and
explore the
potential for miniRegional Transport Strategy
05/12/2017
hubs
that can be
Progress Report
served by existing
Current Actions/ Progress
bus provision
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
A93 Crathes
Contribution towards the creation of a Mini
£70K Capital delayed
Mini-hub
Interchange Hub which would include for a
draw down in
designated car park, improved bus stop facilities and 2017/18
pedestrian crossing facilities
Invoiced to date =
£3K

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Page 43

To be done

Target

Cycle Shelters installed.
Footpath and street lighting
element to be undertaken in
2017/18. Ongoing issues with
small piece of land required
from National Trust Scotland for
the car park, which still awaits
agreement. Junction
improvement required as part of
project following road safety
audit. Works identified as a
result of audit suggests a
requirement for street lighting to
include the junction, which is
outwith the scope of the original
project.

Designs being
finalised
following
completion of
Road Safety
consultations.
Construction to
be carried out
by AC using
Marr Local
Roads
resources and
aim to
complete for
March 2018.

Delays encountered with land
issues mean Draft Head of
Terms only recently
concluded. Report going to
Formartine Area Cttee 28/11.
Ongoing site meetings being
held. Full budget will not be
used this financial year and
virement suggested in
separate budget report.

Aim to submit
planning
application in
Jan 2018 with
contract award
expected
April/May.

Status

↑

IC3d (contd)
Oldmeldrum
Interchange
Hub

P&R operation

Contribution towards the development of a Mini
Interchange Hub at Oldmeldrum to complement the
existing services operated by Stagecoach and Bain
Coaches and enhance the long term viability of these
commercial services. The scheme includes the
creation of a car park, footways, and lighting to
enhance alternative modes of transport and
encourage people out of their vehicles to reduce the
carbon footprint. Aecom appointed to progress
detailed design.

£250K Capital in
2017/18

Brief developed with LABOF partners to gain a
better understanding of current usage and any
barriers to using Park & Ride in the North East
and develop an action plan to increase patronage
and inform a range of marketing and promotion
principles.

Research to be
funded through
part of Nestrans
Civitas Portis
allocation

Invoiced to date =
£0.9K

Nestrans to commission
consultancy work. Further
details in separate report to
Board.

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017
Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC3e:
Improve
information
provision
including
expanded realtime information
systems across
Aberdeen City
and Shire.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Page 44

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Aberdeen City
and Shire Bus
Stop
Information
Initiatives

In accordance with Council's Bus Information
Strategy documents - replace and/or provide bus
timetable display cases at bus stops within Aberdeen
City and Shire to ensure minimum standards and
content can be provided, is DDA compliant and
allows for future standardised region wide
improvements to timetabling information. Further
funding approved for 2016/17 to continue initiative.

£20K Capital in
17/18

This will be a reactive
programme resulting from bus
stop changes and remedial
works identified by inspections
throughout the year.

Works ongoing
as identified.

Replacement of
ticketing
hardware for
small operators

Replacement of Existing Electronic Ticketing
Machines (ETM's) to enable the introduction of Smart
Ticketing. At present, 12 machines have been
loaned by Transport Scotland to Aberdeenshire
Council until they can upgrade their ETM Back Office.
Sixty six ticket machines identified for replacement
across local services within Aberdeenshire and all
machines fully installed in 16/17.

£10K Capital delay
draw down in 17/18

Festive Travel
Campaign

Details will be updated on Getabout.org.uk website

Costs being met
from approved
Travel Planning
budget

Invoiced to date =
£11.5K

Status

↑

All works completed. Unused
budget proposed for virement
in separate report

Invoiced to date =
£8.9K

↑
Festive promotion of Park &
Ride, bus, and train routes,
timetables and general travel
information underway and
includes radio, bus exterior
back and side and onboard
advertising, bus shelters,
digital advert at rail station
and billboards.

Adverts started
mid Nov and
further details
in info bulletin.

↑

IC3e (contd)
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
Wayfinding
Contribution towards Software installed on
£25K Revenue in
IC3e (contd)
Software for
Information totems, that would direct to key areas /
17/18
Info Totems
point of interest and provide directions within
individual towns. This will incorporate details of
cycleway and footways local to the areas. Jointly
funded project between Nestrans and Aberdeenshire
Council that will be match funded through the
Smarter Choices, Smarter Places allocation to AC

Page 45

Expanded Real
Time
Passenger
Information

New RTPI live weblink (www.realtimebus.com) for
First services in the City launched on 16 September
2010. £192K awarded to Aberdeenshire Council by S
Gov through European Regional Development Fund
to help introduce real time passenger information.
Budget approved in 15/16 to replace existing RTPI
screens in Aberdeen with modern screens that will
run on the Aberdeenshire System and installation of
further solar powered screens in Aberdeenshire.
New system will allow messages to be sent to the
screens to assist with disruption management.
Region wide live bus departure info can be found
online at AC, First and Stagecoach websites, on
mobile phones using the free Traveline Scotland app,
or via QR codes on timetables at bus stops using
smartphones.

£20K Revenue in
2017/18 for
contribution to
annual maintenance
costs of system

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Mapping images of cycle/
walking routes to be installed
as static images as opposed
to being interactive to reduce
ongoing revenue
requirements in future years.
Identified sites include Ellon,
Inverurie, Banchory,
Stonehaven, Huntly,
Fraserburgh and Peterhead.

Oxford
cartographers
to make
amendments to
current formats
to allow for
transition into
kiosks, which
will be installed
by 21st
Century/
Trapeze.

Status

↑

Nestrans has again agreed to
contribute to the annual
maintenance costs of the
system in 2017/18

Invoiced in full

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Page 46

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
IC5 - Transport interchange
IC5a:
Union Terrace Aberdeen City Council announced on 12 Sept 2016
Maximising
Gardens /
that LDA Design has been chosen to draw up
interchange
Denburn Valley detailed design proposals for Union Terrace
potential of the
Proposals - City Gardens. The £20m proposals will be taken forward
bus and rail
Centre
through the City Centre Masterplan and include new
station
Masterplan
access from Union Street and Union Terrace at the
developments,
existing Burns Monument. The central lawn space to
the links between
be retained and there would be a new café pavilion
Union Square and
opposite His Majesty's Theatre. Easier and more
Union Street,
inviting access with new raised walks allowing longer
facilities for
views and a gradual descent and new disabled
pedestrians,
parking and lifts into the lower areas of the gardens
cyclists and taxis
are also proposed. Target completion date is autumn
and support
2019.
enhancement of
other interchange
points in
Aberdeen.
Scotland wide A consultation on smart ticketing was opened on 13

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Detailed planning application
submitted in April 2017.
Refinements made by LDA
Design allow for any future
development of the adjacent
railway and also follow
advice from Historic
Environment Scotland about
enhancing heritage assets.
The amendment includes
realigning the UTG/Union
Bridge walkway and
modifying the position and
appearance of the proposed
Union Street/Union Terrace
building.

Consultation
period for
comment on an
amendment to
the detailed
planning
application will
run until 20 Dec
2017.

Deadline for responses is 5

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC6 - Walking and Cycling
IC6b:
Broad Street
The Marischal Square development has been
Urban realm
Pedestrianisatio approved by ACC. Broad St Civic Square has been
improvements to n
agreed to be considered within the City Centre
improve the
Masterplan. ACC on 6 Oct agreed the detailed design
pedestrian
for Broad Street streetscape, which will be bus only
environment,
with shared footways for pedestrians and cyclists.
including
The shared paths will extend towards Union St with
pedestrianisation
Caithness paving. The cost is being met by Muse for
schemes in the
public realm work on Broad Street, Sustrans
City Centre.
contribution, developer obligations money to improve
Core Paths, and CCMP capital money. Traffic lights
at Gallowgate/ Upperkirkgate to be removed and
replaced with a shared surface for vehicles and a
roundel (mini-roundabout with a road surface feature
that indicates roundabout driving rules apply and
pedestrians are given priority) and a Toucan crossing
at the Union St/Broad St junction.
Aberdeen
City
approved
the
City
Masterplan
proposed
IC6c:
AC Inverurie to ACC
Implementation
of PT
20Centre
at schools
school
travel
IC6d:
A96
Contribution
towards
the
creation
of and
a dedicated
cycle
Continued
Kintore
/ footway between Inverurie and Kintore starting at
development of a
the Thainstone Roundabout. Phase 1 from Kintore
connected
Railway Station to Business Park undertaken by
network of
Leiths and works complete with only snagging issues
strategic cycle
being rectified. Phase 2 will extend the shared use
routes on key
section from the Business Centre to Thainstone.
routes within
Aberdeenshire,
across the
boundary into
Aberdeen and on
routes through
the City to work
towards the
CAPS vision for
cycling and lock
in the benefits of
other
infrastructure
improvements,

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Status

Broad St between
Upperkirkgate and Queen St to
be closed for the duration of the
works. Public realm works
underway and Broad Street
closed to all traffic between
Queen St and Upperkirkgate.
Bus diversions in place from 19
March 2017. Temporary road
surface provided for Winter
Market from mid November.

Speed
Zones
- Proposals
£61.9K Capital delay Low
Report
going
to Garioch
Area
in draw down to
Cttee on 12 Dec to appoint
2017/18
Leiths as preferred supplier
at cost of £286,418. Virement
Invoiced to date =
proposed in separate report
£4.9K
to increase Nestrans
contribution to fully fund
improvement.

↑

Anticipate
contractor will
be on site Jan
2018 and
complete
March 2018

↑
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IC6d:
Continued
development of a
connected
05/12/2017
network of
strategic cycle
routes on key
Strategy Strand
routes within
RTS
actions
Aberdeenshire,
across the
boundary into
Aberdeen and on
routes through
the City to work
towards the
CAPS vision for
cycling and lock
in the benefits of
other
infrastructure
improvements,
including the
AWPR.

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report
Current Actions/ Progress

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

Integrated
Travel Towns

Feasibility and Design of Future Cycleway / Footway
Schemes associated with the 5 ITT Towns being
developed by Aberdeenshire which include
Fraserburgh, Ellon, Huntly, Portlethen & Inverurie.
Community Links to provide £100K match funding to
Aberdeenshire Council. Aecom commissioned to
undertake detailed design of schemes in Ellon, Huntly
and Fraserburgh. WSP commissioned to undertake
detailed design of schemes in Inverurie and
Portlethen.

£39.5K Capital delay Deveron path, Huntly being
draw down in
taken forward to construction in
2017/18
2017/18 and is subject to match
funding from Community Links,
Invoiced to date =
as well as Riverside Rd, Ellon.
£44.5K
Alternative schemes designed,
will progress to construction in
18/19 subject to funding being
available. Final designs for
schemes in Inverurie and
Portlethen awaited from WSP
then will be taken to contract
document stage.

Works
progressing.
Anticipate that
final cost for
works will be
£66K and
additional
funding
proposed in
separate
budget report.

Development of long distance paths as per Active
Travel Action Plan. Aecom commissioned in 2016 to
undertake works relating to A90 Inverurie to
Aberdeen, including detailed design. ARCADIS
appointed early Jan 17 to look at A90 N and S and
F&B Way. WSP appointed to look at Deeside Way
and A944 corridors.

£65K Capital (incl
£15K delay draw
down) in 2017/18

Construction of
identified
schemes will be
subject to
funding being
available in
18/19 and
beyond.

Long Distance
Path
Development

Invoiced to date =
£10.4K

To be done

Studies continued into 2017/18.
Final draft reports received from
Aecom and Arcadis reporting on
feasibility studies undertaken.
Investigations into Inverurie/
Blackburn paths complete.
Arcadis works continuing and
further work commissioned
to look at detailed design of
improvement works along the
F&B Way.

Target

Status

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
River Don paths Formalising and widening of existing narrow dust
- Farburn
paths and the replacement of existing bridge across
the Farburn to improve a section of the River Don
path behind the Burnside Drive Flats in Dyce.
Developer contributions of almost £10K available and
£35K agreed from Sustrans.

IC6d (contd)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Page 49

Budget

To be done

Target

£40K Capital in
2017/18

Due to changes in bridge
design (taking on board
SEPA comments) the
landowner path agreement
has only just been sent out.
Legal are in contact with the
Factor for Burnside Drive and
Scottish Water to arrange the
path agreements.

Tender
documents to
be advertised
on Public
Contracts
Scotland once
land
agreements
signed with aim
of undertaking
works in Feb.

↑

Initial agreement with the
landowner, Barratts, has been
given. Path agreement
drafted and passed to
landowner and is now to be
formalised.

Aim to tender
contract in
December with
construction
end Jan/ early
Feb

↑

Invoiced to date =
£0.4K

River Don paths Formalising and widening of current track to provide £28.25K Capital in
- Mugiemoss
an active travel link between the River Don Path and 2017/18
link
the NCN 1 at A947/Mugiemoss Road in Dyce.
Developer contributions of £20,250 available and
£48,500 match funding from Sustrans agreed.

Status
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IC6d (contd)
Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
River Don paths Construction of a ped cycle link path through Arjo
- Arjo Wiggins Wiggins site following desire line. Linking
Stoneywood and existing River Don path. Developer
funding to £25K available and £61,375 agreed from
Sustrans.

Page 50
IC6d (contd)

Seaton Park
Entrances

Improve access through Seaton Park by constructing
a new entrance way at east side of Park and
widening the path close to St Machars Cathedral,
following on from recommendations in a Feasibility
Report funded by Nestrans in 2015/16. Sustrans has
confirmed £11K match funding in 2017/18 through
Community Links.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£40K Capital in
2017/18

Arjo Wiggins have given
verbal agreement to proceed
project through a path
agreement. Costs have
increased due to additional
ecological and tree surveys
and a change in path design
to reduce impacts on them.
This includes tree protection
works and hand digging.
Additional funding for the
project has been secured
from Sustrans whose
contribution now increased
to £90,922 and the project is
now fully funded.

Legal path
agreement to
be finalised
before putting
the contract
out to tender.

Final design complete.
Continuing to chase land
agreement as a matter of
priority. Process of confirming
that the project falls within
Permitted Development has
been completed and full
planning permission is not
required. The ecological and
tree surveys have been
completed and their
recommendations are being
taken on board.

Aim to reach
agreement with
the landowner
for the nonACC land.
Following the
tree survey an
Application for
Tree Work
requires to be
completed.

Invoiced to date =
£0.4K

£11K Capital delay
draw down in
2017/18
Invoiced to date =
£0.3K

Status

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017
IC6d (contd)

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Craigshaw Dr Project reduced to feasibility and design only and
cycle route
delay draw down of budget to 2017/18 agreed, with
match funding from Sustrans confirmed.

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

Target

£15K Capital delay
draw down in
2017/18

Preferred option selected and
consulted upon with local
businesses, BUG, Community
Councils and Cycle Forum.
Report drafted to CHI Cttee in
Jan 2018 to confirm preferred
option and then undertake
detailed design. Full budget
not required in 17/18 and
virement proposed in
separate report.

CHI Cttee to
consider
options in Jan
2018 and
approve one
for detailed
design.

Draft detailed design complete
and issued for comments.
Following internal
consultation, ACC to
undertake feasibility study to
investigate options for
alternative route along
Garthdee Road as well as
current proposal adjacent to
River Dee. The detailed
design, ecological work and
road safety audit will not be
undertaken until preferred
option identified and full
budget will not be utilised
this financial year. Virement
proposed in separate budget
report.

Options for both
routes to be
identified and
progressed to
feasibility stage
then reported to
ACC for
approval of
preferred route
corridor to
progress to
design.
Sustrans to
fully fund
remaining
costs in
2017/18.

Invoiced to date =
£1.4K

Page 51
IC6d (contd)

Riverside Path,
Br of Dee-RGU
feasibility and
design

Completion of detailed design of a shared use cycle
route along the northern bank of the river Dee
between the Bridge of Dee and Robert Gordons
University to form a strategic active travel route that
will link the City Centre with Robert Gordons
University Garthdee Campus. Sustrans has
confirmed £20K match funding in 2017/18 through
Community Links.

nestrans

£20K Capital delay
draw down in
2017/18
Invoiced to date =
£3.8K

Status

↑

↑
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Page 52

Current Actions/ Progress
IC6d (contd)
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Wellheads
Detailed Design and Contract document preparation
Cycle Link
for an extension of the existing Welheads Drive
design
shared use path to the north, by-passing the
roundabout, to connect with Farburn Terrace, the
extension will reduce conflict at the roundabout and
improve safety and directness for cyclists. Also
included will be the design of a cut-through at the
Market Street closure to create a safe and coherent
cycle connection with the Welheads shared use cycle
route.
A90(T) Parkway Extend the cycle route on the Parkway from
Extension
Balgownie Road to connect in with the Third Don
(BalgownieCrossing cycle facilities at Fairview Street, including
Fairview)
upgrading of existing footway to a shared use surface
with a 1m wide hard separation strip and 2.5m wide
shared use footway. Dropped kerbs and tactile
paving will be installed at appropriate locations along
with adequate lining and signing. Some localised
earthworks may be required to increase footway
width. A Toucan crossing will also be installed at the
eastern end of The Parkway.
Sustrans funding of up to £150K in 2017/18 agreed
in principle, but provisional on design approval.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£10K delay draw
down in 2017/18

Sustrans has confirmed £10K
match funding in 2017/18
through Community Links. ACC
projects team developing
designs. Utility search being
undertaken along the length of
interest for the cycle route and
will be followed by a
topographical survey.

Feasibility
study ongoing
to produce best
design option.
Design due to
be complete by
end Jan 2018.

Land issues mean that reduced
scheme being constructed and
works continued into 17/18.
Toucan installed on Parkway
west of Ellon Road roundabout
and Parkway paths from Buckie
Farm entrance west to
Whitestripes Ave and 50m west
of Balgownie Road completed.
ACC Estates still seeking to
purchase land at Buckie Farm
to complete access through
area adjacent to tree belt
toward Balgownie Road.

Continuing to
seek approval
for land
purchase,
however
unlikely that
full spend can
be achieved in
2017/18 and
virement
proposed in
separate
budget report.

Invoiced to date =
£0.6K

£150K delay draw
down in 2017/18
Invoiced to date =
£95.7K

Status

↑

↑

IC6d (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS
IC6d actions
(contd)
Anderson Drive Following on from design work in 2015/16 a short
Phase 1
section of shared pedestrian and cycle route will be
implemented on the northbound side of Anderson
Drive between the Deeside Way and the Bridge of
Dee and then the upgrade of two pedestrian
crossings at the Bridge of Dee roundabout to toucan
crossings. Sustrans confirmed ACC bid for £32.5K
match funding through Community Links although
conditions require to be met. Detailed design of
Toucan upgrades complete.
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Middlefield &
Northfield
Active Travel
Project

Junction
Alterations to
Lock in the
Benefits (LiB) of
AWPR

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£28.5K delay draw
down to 2017/18

Option to realign the connection
to the Riverside Cycle Route to
provide a more direct route
being investigated. Seeking
ASDA consent to route going
through their land. Delayed
draw down of budget agreed to
allow design works to continue
into 2017/18. Trees removed
and new trees planted on
Anderson Drive

ASDA has
rejected the
idea of a land
purchase. ACC
to consider
further options.

Contribution to Active Travel improvements in
£150.5K Capital in
Middlefield and Northfield. Works will include
2017/18
improvement to active travel infrastructure to link up
residential, education and commercial buildings in
this area including links to existing and planned
strategic cycle links . Nestrans funding will specifically
be utilised to improve ped-cyclists crossings on
Manor Avenue and Provost Rust Drive and ped /cycle
directional signage.

Proposals to improve
junctions of Provost Rust Dr
and Manor Ave redesigned.
Contractor on site
undertaking other works.
Nestrans funded works to
improve junctions to be
added to this contract as a
variation. In addition works
have been value engineered
so as to achieve a saving and
full budget not required.

Virement
proposed in
separate
budget report.

Detailed design of options for alterations to Broomhill
Road - Anderson Drive and Westburn/Lang Stracht Anderson Drive with a focus on improvements for
Active travel.

Sustrans £25K match funding
confirmed. ACC projects team
continuing to progress with
design.

Aim to
complete
design by Feb
2018 and report
to ACC Cttee.

IC6e:

Invoiced to date =
£5.3K

£25K Capital in
2017/18
Invoiced to date =
£0.4K

Status

↑

↑

↑

This will be led by development officers within Council
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
IC8 - Port Surface Connections
IC8a:
Transport links Brief prepared for pre-appraisal and Stag Part 1
Support
to new harbour assessment of transport links to new harbour.
measures to
at Bay of Nigg. Appraisal and delivery of any approved outcomes to
improve access
be funded through £25M allocation within City Region
to port facilities.
Deal.
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IC9 - Freight
IC9b:
Freight Action
Investigate
Plan
potential for
measures to
provide more
reliable journey
times for HGVs
and identify a trial
route for
Lorry Parking

Finalised Freight Action Plan and Freight Forum
meetings can be viewed on Nestrans website. HGV
route maps for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
areas on Nestrans, Grampian Police and Council
websites. Updated freight action plan developed in
association with GreCor and launched at Freight
Forum meeting on 23 June 2014.
Lorry Parking surveys undertaken in August 2010 on

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

PBA consultants appointed
and inception meeting held
on 9 Nov.

Consultant
undertaking
policy review
and initial
consultation
with key
stakeholders.

Civitas project (see EC4b)
contains a work package with
projects relating to Freight.
Separate report to Board on
Civitas includes information
on proposals to appoint a
freight advisor through
project.

Status

↑

↑
↑
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Sub Strategy 3: The Strategic Policy Framework
Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
TB1 - Promoting Travel Planning and Travel Awareness
TB1a:
Travel Planning Nestrans continuing to work with
Implementation and future strategy &
Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen City
development of Nestrans’ Action Plan
Council to produce a regional Travel Planning
Travel Planning Strategy.
Strategy.
TB1b:
Continue to provide
support through the
Sustainable Travel Grants
Scheme

H&T Action
Sustainable
travel grant
scheme
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TB2
- Promoting Active Travel
TB1d:
Getabout
TB2a:
Advertising
Develop an Active Travel
Action Plan with the aim of
encouraging more people
to walk and cycle more
often.
Cycling
Scotland

See IC4a
Budget
approved to continue to provide grant
scheme in 2017/18. New criteria and
guidance agreed and can be viewed on the
Nestrans website. Grant offered to Cadherent
for installation of shower facilities, Mitchells
Dairy for an E-bike and cycle rack at shop in
Inverurie, Grampian Transport Museum,
Alford for cycle racks and the Lemon Tree for
shower facilities.

Aberdeenshire Council using Smarter
Radio advert booking contract on Original
106fm has been extended to Mar 2017

Transport Minister announced £4.5M to
Cycling Scotland over next 2 years to promote
cycling, develop a cycle friendly campus and
provide cycle training through Bikeability
Scotland. Cycling Scotland’s annual “Give Me
Cycle Space” campaign was launched on 2
May 2014.

® = MTS project
Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

£60K Revenue in
2017/18

Various travel planning
related packages to be
commissioned via Civitas
Portis work and further
details in separate report.

Invoiced to date =
£26.9K
£15K Revenue in
17/18
Grant offered to
date = £13.3K
Grant claimed =
£2.5K

Costs met from
Travel Planning
budget

Grant funding remaining and
application window re-opened.
Leaflet produced to advertise
grant and being distributed at
events. Additional grant
awarded to Cadherent
towards shower and locker
room facilities to encourage
their staff to actively travel to
work. Mitchells Dairy
returned grant for e-bike due
to store closure.
New Getabout and Nestrans
Radio adverts for festive
travel started on 13
November. Promoting public
transport and park and ride.
Two members of Nestrans
staff taking part in Cycling
Scotland Training on making
cycling mainstream on 5
December 2017

Target

Status

↑
New guidance
and application
window to
continue to be
advertised for
potential
applicants

↑

↑
↑

↑
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encouraging more people
to walk and cycle more
often.
Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

05/12/2017
Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions

Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

Cycling
Development
Officer

£34.8K Revenue in Cycling Development Officer
17/18
post has been filled and in
new member of staff started
in post on 30 October.

TB2a (contd)
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TB2b:
Work with NHS Grampian
and Community Planning
Partnerships to deliver the
Health and Transport
Action Plan and achieve
objectives for a healthier
TB3 - Improving Safety
TB3a:
Work with the Councils,
Emergency Services and
others to promote road
safety as part of a
comprehensive approach
covering Education,
Engineering, Enforcement
and Encouragement
measures.

nestrans

Cycle &
Health
Transport
Action Plan

Nestrans appointed an officer to help take
forward bids, act as a liaison between north
east authorities and national bodies and to
help design and promote cycling routes
across the region. Sustrans willing to match
fund the post costs and up to further £50K
project costs by Nestrans with £100,000 per
year capital for strategic routes in the NE.
Nestrans new Cycle Dev Officer appointed
and started in Oct 2016.
Rangeworks
of bikes
purchased
and delivered
HTAP
being
progressed
by HTAP for
support manager and sub groups. Further
funding approved for 2017/18 to continue part
funding of the HTAP Programme Support
Manager, general HTAP actions and provision
of the THInC service until end March 2018.

To be done

Target

Status

↑

FundingRevenue
to be
Roadshow
£36.2K
in Cycling
HTAP progress
given in part
17/18
4 of progress update.

↑

Invoiced to date =
£13.2K

Community
Nestrans are statutory partners, contribute
£10K Revenue in
Improve safety Develop projects from Road Safety Plans,
STPR etc. Transport Scotland published Key
Reported Road Casualties Scotland 2015 on
29 June which presents provisional statistics
of reported injury road accidents in Scotland
and indicated 3% fewer than 2014 and lowest
number of casualties since records began in
1950.

↑

Membership cost for 2017/18
Average speed cameras went
live on the A90 between
Dundee and Stonehaven on
31 Oct 2017 in aim to improve
road safety. System contains
30 sites (15 cameras each
direction) with locations 5-7km
apart and cost approx £2m to
design, build and install.

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
CR1 - Carbon Reduction, Noise and Air Quality
CR1a:
Hydrogen Fuel This project will test prototype range extended
Support measures which
Cell Vans
vehicles including vans and large trucks to
encourage uptake of
prove their viability and their role in delivering
alternative fuels for public
EU and national energy and climate change
transport, private and
targets. Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles
public sector vehicles, to
(FCEVs) have a larger range than electric
build on the north east’s
battery vehicles. The overall aim is for 10
role as an energy hub and
prototype vans to be purchased, increasing
work towards the
the demand for the initial refuelling
decarbonisation of
infrastructure within Aberdeen City.
transport and
Partnership agreement signed for HyTrEc 2 in
improvements in air quality.
Feb 2017.
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CR1c:

Funding approved for 2015/16 to identify

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Status

£53K Capital
Nissan NV200 identified as van Awaiting
delayed draw down of choice and supplier to retrofit confirmation
in 2017/18
vans with a Hydrogen tank has from Fleet
been identified. A discounted
Manager as to
rental rate for a 12 week trial of purchasing of
3rd generation Renault Kangoo a second
van has been negotiated
Nissan van to
through Arcola Energy. Vehicle retrofit.
has arrived in Aberdeen and ULEMCO
will be handed to ACC
sourcing
building services team for 12 materials for
week trial from 4 Dec. It will
Co-wheels van
be beneficial to compare to the retrofit.
first generation Kangoos ACC
already have and the 2 Nissan eNV200 vans being purchased
and inform the best way forward
for the purchase of more vans
in the future. Market testing
complete for Nissan van
purchase. Three companies
responded but only one was
eligible due to price and
timescale. Agreed with Cowheels to retrofit existing
Nissan van.
£155K revenue in

Additional funding proposed in

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
E1 - Consultation and Engagement
E1a:
Consultation
Consultation underway for Wellington
Take an active and
and
Road multi-modal corridor study and
inclusive approach to
Engagement
details on where to view on ACC website
engagement and
given in information bulletin.
consultation with
communities, relevant
sectors of the community
and interest groups and
stakeholders.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done
Engagement with various
organisations continuing to
be undertaken as part of the
External Transport Links to
Aberdeen South Harbour and
Strategic Transport Appraisal
studies.

Target

Status

↑
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nestrans

Health and Transport Action Plan
HTAP Sub Group
HTAP General

Progress

Annual Report

A final text for the HTAP Annual Report was
approved by the Nestrans Board at its
meeting on 18 September 2017.

A final version with graphics and
photography of the Annual Report
is being prepared by
Aberdeenshire Council's Graphics
team and will be distributed to
Community Planning
Partnerships and other partners,
including the Mobility & Access
Committee for Scotland (MACS).

↑

Quarterly
meetings

The Steering Group are scheduled to meet
on 5 December 2017.

Dates have been scheduled for
Steering Group meetings on 14th
March, 28th May, 26th September
and 17th December 2018.

↑

Travel Planning
Pilot at Inverurie
Health & Social
Care Hub

Officers from NHSG, Nestrans, Aberdeen
City Council and Aberdeenshire Council
continue to progress a Travel Planning pilot
surrounding the development of a new
Health Centre in Inverurie. The new site is
due to open in summer 2018. Links with
NHS Highland have been established with a
view to informing construction of a new
hospital within Cairngorm National Park.

The pilot will deliver a travel guide
under the GetAbout brand and
other Travel Planning related
activities. The pilot will also
produce a series of lessons and
recommendations for future
development of new health
facilities, including a template for
future Travel Plans at health and
social care sites.
There is currently a vacancy in
the Sustainable Travel Officer
post at Moray Council.

↑
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Project/Actions

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress

Target

Status

Transport and
Public Health

Review of
The sub-group are collating a snapshot of
Bikeability across current delivery of Bikeability cycle training
Grampian
in schools across Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray Council areas.

→
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HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions
Mapping of
staffing resources
across partners.

Progress
Budget
The sub-group are seeking to map the
network of officers across partner
organisations who share related outcomes.
The initial purpose is to facilitate greater
reach of current campaigns.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Target
Once collated, the sub-group will
consider what opportunities exist
for improving local contacts,
communication channels and
joint working.

Status

Moray Council and NHSG have agreed to
trial a joint review of current KPIs and
evaluation methods used. The purpose of
the exercise being to learn about best
practice in evaluation methodology and
overlap between transport and public health
monitoring. Best practice will be shared
and recommendations for future monitoring
and reporting made.
Partnership
The Transport & Public Health Sub-Group
oversight of
continues to have a ongoing remit of
Getabout
management level from partners providing
development and oversight of Getabout and its development
progress.
and monitoring of progress.

There is currently a vacancy in
the Sustainable Travel Officer
post at Moray Council.

→

Ongoing.

↑

Transport &
Public Health
Knowledge
Sharing

Dates for briefings on air quality
management are to be confirmed.
Further opportunities for crosssector knowledge sharing will be
considered.

↑

Joint review of
KPIs and
evaluation
methods.
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The sub-group have agreed to arrange for
briefings on air quality issues for Public
Health professionals. Aberdeen City
Council's air quality lead officer has agreed
to participate in briefings.

↑
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HTAP Sub Group Project/Actions
Access to Health and Social Care
Transport to
Healthcare
Information
Centre (THInC)

Progress

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Target

Status
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THInC continues to provide travel advice for
health and social care appointments,
manage bookings of the "THInC: Transport
in the City" project and engage partners in
dialogue supporting development of the
project. The total number of calls handled
during the six-month period from April to
September 2017, including advice and
transport bookings, was 3,359. (This
compares to 2,552 in the same period last
year).
THInC: Transport Systra were awarded the commission to
in the City Option undertake an Option Appraisal exercise in
Appraisal
relation to the future of THInC: Transport in
the City. This piece of work has been
funded and managed by Nestrans. A
stakeholder workshop took place on 6
November 2017. In September 2017 the
serivce was requested by 696 individuals
with 551 trips to health and social
appointments delivered.

The project will continue to
monitor calls and seek to identify
gaps in transport provision and
opportunities for joint working.
The current core funding of THInC
ends in March 2018. It is renewed
on a annual basis with an agreed
six month notice period from
partners.

↑

Systra have undertaken to
provide a final report by January
2018. This report will then be
considered by Aberdeen Health &
Social Care Partnership who
currently fund the transport
provided through THInC under
the "Transport in the City"
banner.

↑

Patient Discharge The Access to Health & Social Care SubGroup continues to develop the
communication and engagement of all
partners in development of transport
solutions which improve the suitability of
the transport system and the flow of
patients through the hospital discharge
process.

Ongoing.

↑
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HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions
Sharing Best
Practice

Progress
Budget
The Access to Health & Social Care SubGroup continues to provide a forum for
sharing best practice. The recent
Community Transport Association report on
Innovations in Health Transport has been
circulated amongst the Sub-Group and the
HTAP Steering Group.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Ongoing.

Target

Status

↑
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6b Publications and Consultations



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to inform members of recent publications and consultation
papers of interest and to agree a response where appropriate.


Consultations


Consultation on Financial Accounting Arrangements for RTPs

The Programme for Government, published on 5 September 2017, contains a commitment
to a Transport Bill. This presents an opportunity to include a provision to clarify the extent to
which RTPs are able to keep a financial reserve.
Following from this, the Scottish Government are consulting on the issue of financial
reserves. The consultation also seeks views on whether any surplus or deficit carried
forward from one financial year to the next should be subject to any limit, and what
safeguards local authorities ought to have in limiting their contribution towards the expenses
of a RTP.
The deadline for comments is Friday 12 January 2018. A draft response is attached as
Appendix A and members are recommended to authorise this as a response to the
consultation or provide any additions or amendments.

 DfT Draft Accessibility Action Plan Consultation
The Department for Transport recently consulted on a draft accessibility action plan which
sets out proposals to improve the travel experience for people with disabilities. The
consultation covered a range of transport modes including:





Aviation;
Rail;
Buses; and
Taxis.

The document also considered ways in which public space can be improved to make it more
accessible for people with disabilities.
Despite many aspects of transport being devolved to the Scottish Government, Nestrans is
interested in the Transport Accessibility Action Plan as this will likely help to shape some of
the themes of the next Regional Transport Strategy. A response to the consultation was
prepared, broadly agreeing with the aims of what the Department for Transport are looking
to achieve, but highlighting the key issues requiring further consideration in the Transport
Accessibility Action Plan.
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Responses to the Consultation were required to be submitted by 22 November, prior to the
Nestrans Board meeting. A response has therefore been submitted and is available for
information in Appendix B.


Publications
 Trends in Scottish Bus Patronage, Report to the Confederation of Passenger
Transport (Scotland)

This report presents the findings of a study that identifies and quantifies the drivers of
demand for local bus services in Scotland. The work was commissioned by CPT (Scotland)
and carried out by KPMG. Bus patronage in Scotland has fallen from 436 million trips in
2011/12 to 409 million trips in 2015/16 with provisional estimates for 2016/17 falling to 393
million. The decline in patronage has been most pronounced in the non-concessionary
segment and in the South West and Strathclyde regions. Passenger numbers in the North
East, Tayside and Central region have declined from 68 million on 2005/06 to 61 million in
2015/16.
The analysis undertaken identifies the drivers of change for this reduction and shows that a
little over half of the reduction in bus patronage can be explained by changing transport
needs – changes to socio-demographics including changes in household car ownership,
changes to economic and labour market structures, and changes to the availability and
acceptability of alternatives to travel including online services.
The diagram below is an extract from the report and provides a useful assessment of the
identified drivers of change. The full report can be found at https://getonboardwithbus.scot/

6b Publications and Consultations
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Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
1. Consider the draft response to the Scottish Government’s consultation on Financial
Accounting Arrangements and approve the attached Appendix A as Nestrans’
response;
2. Note Nestrans’ response to the Department for Transport’s Accessibility Action Plan
consultation in Appendix B; and
3. Note the publication by CPT on Trends in Scottish Bus Patronage

RD/NL/KC/1 December 2017

6b Publications and Consultations
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Appendix A

Response to the consultation by Transport Scotland on the
financial accounting arrangements for Regional Transport
Partnerships
Q1.

Do you think that it is necessary to clarify whether a Regional Transport
Partnership is able to build up, and carryover, a financial reserve from one
financial year to the next?
Yes

Q2.

Should there be a limit to the amount of surplus that an RTP may carry
forward into the next financial year?
No, providing there is clarification in relation to the issue highlighted under Q3.
It would be in Nestrans’ best interests to keep things as flexible as possible, a
limit on the amount of surplus we can carry forward could be problematic, for
example if we had a large project that was not delivered in the year, but
funding from the local authorities (LA’s) had been received.
Reserves will mainly build up from the non-delivery of projects that were
planned in the year, or alternatively when projects are completed for less than
was expected and provided for in the budget agreed by the Board. We would
therefore question why does it need to be limited? The surplus and hence
creation of a reserve will only arrive from Nestrans not spending all of the
monies which they have received in the year from the LA’s, Scot Govt etc
which have already been approved by Nestrans’ Board. As we have seen
over the past few years, this will vary considerably from one year to the next,
depending on the progress of projects. Currently Nestrans have an
agreement with the LA’s that the LA’s will carry forward Capital that has not
been “drawn down” by Nestrans in the year to the following year, so it remains
available to us, but this leaves Nestrans in quite a vulnerable position, as we
are relying on a “gentlemen’s agreement” that the money carried forward by
the Council’s will not be hived off for anything else – given the pressures on
LA’s Capital Plans, in our opinion, it would be far more transparent and “safer”
for Nestrans to retain all Capital Monies unspent in our own accounts.
We think it will be important to monitor any reserves being carried by Nestrans
into two distinct categories one being monies earmarked for delivery of
projects that have been agreed by the Board, but for whatever reason have
not delivered yet and the other being a reserve that is available for allocation,
which will be built up from any projects that came in cheaper than budget or
any projects that were abandoned with the Board’s agreement. This would be
done as part of the management accounting that is reported to each Board
meeting.
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Q3.

Should safeguards be provided to limit the financial liability of local authorities
towards RTP expenses?
This question is really one for the LA’s, but in our opinion the answer would be
Yes. Under clause 3.2.a of the 2005 Act, the constituent councils do not
possess the authority to limit liability to fund RTP expenses. RTP reserves will
presumably be created by RTP claims to fund future expenses which could
potentially result in unreasonable or unaffordable demands by the RTP on
constituent council finances. This could be remedied by amending clause
3.2.a so that the share of expenses is at the joint discretion of the Director of
the Transport Partnership and the s95 officers of the constituent councils, with
a potential determination by the Scottish Ministers if agreement cannot be
reached.

Q4.

The Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 applies only specific local government
finance provisions to Regional Transport Partnerships. Are there any other
local government finance provisions which could usefully be applied to the
RTPs?
No, none that we can think of.

6b Publications and Consultations
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Date 22 November 2017

Our Ref:
Your Ref:

NL/N15

Accessibility Action Plan Consultation
Department for Transport
Zone 2/14
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR

Dear Sir/Madam

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Accessibility Action Plan Consultation.
Nestrans is the statutory Regional Transport Partnership for Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire. RTPs were formed by the Transport (Scotland) Act of 2005 and are
partnerships consisting of local authorities and other strategic transport stakeholders.
Despite many aspects of transport being devolved to the Scottish Government, Nestrans is
interested in the Transport Accessibility Action Plan as this will likely help to shape some of
the themes of the next Regional Transport Strategy.
In particular, Nestrans welcomes the efforts to undertake further research in order to better
understand the needs of people with disabilities when travelling, and how to cater for this
more effectively. Nestrans also understands the desire for more consistency across
transport planning, and amongst local authorities, in order to make travelling simpler and
help to increase the confidence of those who may find the process difficult. However, this
may be difficult to achieve easily in practice given that different groups have different needs
and one package of actions or set of guidelines may not work for everyone. Consistency in
what is expected nationally though, where relevant to ourselves, would be welcomed.
Regarding the accessibility of rail stations, Nestrans welcomes the continuing move to
ensure that all stations are made accessible. This is a key goal in Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire where there are not as many options for travel. However, in rural areas the
action to investigate alternative travel options if something goes wrong – such as an
accessible toilet being out of order – may be difficult to provide in practice. This is due to
there often being limited public transport options in rural areas.
Regarding the provision of disability training, Nestrans agrees that this is key to good
practice. Dementia Friendly Aberdeen have highlighted however that consistency in
awareness training is important given that not all training schemes are equal.
The provision of a National Assistance Card would be highly beneficial to people who require
assistance when travelling. A number of transport authorities in Scotland run a cross-region,
multi-operator assistance scheme, the Thistle Card. This is currently being rolled out across
the country with the intention that it will provide consistency to everyone. In practice, the
main barrier to implementing this scheme is that the majority of the large transport operators
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in Scotland already run their own version of journey assistance cards and there was an
argument that a separate scheme did not add value to what was already available, given the
danger of oversaturation of assistance cards that could cause confusion in the short term. It
was eventually determined that the potential benefits outweighed any risks.
I would be grateful if you could take these comments into account in finalising the Action
Plan. If you require any further information or wish to discuss any aspect of this response,
please do not hesitate to contact me or Nicola Laird on the above number or at
nilaird@nestrans.org.uk.

Yours faithfully

Rab Dickson
Transport Strategy Manager
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Agenda Item 7a
NORTH EAST TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 DECEMBER 2017

7a 2017/18 Budget Matters


Purpose of Report
To provide the Board with an update on the Partnership’s 2017/18 monitoring and forecast
outturn position and to consider any budget or monitoring issues that may arise.



Background
The Board has requested that a general budget report be submitted to each meeting,
monitoring expenditure, identifying any potential budget issues, and reporting on any particular
expenditure requests. The reports are prepared jointly by the Nestrans office and Finance
officers from Aberdeenshire Council.



Current Revenue & Capital Budget
Appendix 1 to this report sets out a summary budget monitoring statement of expenditure to
31 October 2017. This shows expenditure of £1,249,401.
After discussions with managers from both Local Authorities on the progress of all projects, it
was clear there was a change in circumstances for some of them and it would be beneficial to
seek the Board’s approval for a number of proposed virements of budget between projects, to
allow the most efficient use of funds within the current financial year.
Appendix 2 sets out a list of the proposed virements, the most significant changes being on
three projects. The contract for Ellon Park & Ride is now not expected to be issued until
January 2018, as amendments have been required to the design, following ground
investigation works. This means the contract is unlikely to be awarded until March 2018 and so
work will not commence until next financial year. It is estimated that expenditure in 2017/18 will
be in the region of £150,000, a reduction of £320,000 on the original budget of £470,000,
however, not all of this is needed to fund the proposed virements to other projects, and so only
£37,412 has been put forward as a virement proposal. The remaining budget of £432,588 will
be used across the two financial years 17/18 and 18/19 and so there will be a request for a
delay in drawdown of the amount expected to be required for 18/19 in a future report.
Delays have been encountered on the Oldmeldrum Transport Interchange Hub, as issues
relating to land needed resolved before further progress could be made. The draft Head of
Terms has now been concluded, on site meetings are being held and a Planning Application is
expected to be submitted in January, which will mean that construction works will begin in
2018/19.
The A96 Inverurie to Kintore Cycleway Phase 2 project has been progressing steadily, and
approval to award the contract to the preferred supplier has been sought from Aberdeenshire
Council’s Formartine Area Committee which met on the 12th December. It is anticipated that
the contractor would be on site in January 2018 and work would be completed before the end
of the financial year. It is proposed that Nestrans’ contribution to this project be increased to
cover all of the costs, rather than a small proportion.
Also listed on Appendix 2 are three new pieces of consultancy work under Rail projects, which
are detailed in a separate report to the Board (5b Rail Action Plan Update). The total funding
for these three pieces of work totals £75,000 and it is proposed that this is made available as
part of the suggested virements.
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Strategic Transport Fund
SDPA sought leave to appeal to the Court of Session against its initial judgement, but this
application was refused in early July 2016. The SDPA then sought leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court and the appeal was heard on 13 June 2017. On the 25 October 2017 the
Supreme Court unanimously dismissed the appeal. The ruling will be considered by the SDPA
(Strategic Development Planning Authority). The Strategic Transport Fund (STF) balance
remains at £1,839,338.



Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1.
2. Approve the virements presented in Appendix 2.

Alan Wood
Treasurer
05 December 2017
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APPENDIX 1
SUMMARY OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
Description
Expenditure
Core Costs
Partnership Office
Partner Support costs
Board Members Expenses
Other Associated Costs
Rechargeable Costs

Revised
Budget

Actual to
Oct-17

2017/18
Forecast

Actual v
Budget %

414,280
84,070
1,000
35,500
0

230,132
49,041
0
17,463
0

414,280
84,070
1,000
35,500
0

56%
58%
*
49%
*

534,850

296,636

534,850

55%

36,200
70,000
3,000
140,000
232,500
5,000
109,800
0

19,474
7,409
3,000
0
11,367
0
35,199
32,850

36,200
57,500
3,000
140,000
232,500
5,000
109,800
32,850

54%
11%
100%
*
5%
0%
32%
*

596,500

109,299

616,850

18%

Coordination & Project Development
Rail
Strategic Roads
Capacity
Safety
Maintenance
Bus Improvements
Energetica Corridor
General Corridors
Walking and Cycling
Energetica Corridor
Strategic Corridors
Carbon Reduction & Air Quality
Various
Cycling Development Officer Grant

1,131,350
1,015,000

405,934
21,801

1,151,700
200,000

36%
2%

180,000
304,848
298,928

31,884
22,135
167,253

164,000
289,848
252,630

18%
7%
56%

470,000
347,057

62,927
24,216

150,000
155,921

13%
7%

150,000
534,643
239,474
335,000
0

42,752
76,864
186,474
98,236
41,672

95,000
704,964
239,474
335,000
41,672

29%
14%
78%
29%
*

Strategic Investment Programme
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis

3,874,950
0
0

776,215
58,739
8,513

2,628,509
70,000
8,513

20%
*
*

Total Expenditure
Income
Partner Contributions
Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council
Scottish Government - Core costs
Integrated Transport Fund
Sustans
Capital Grant & Use of Balances
Investment Interest
Other Income
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis

5,006,300

1,249,401

3,858,722

25%

157,175
167,175
782,000
120,000
0
3,779,950
0
0
0
0

106,269
116,269
455,000
95,962
41,672
638,581
2,028
32,850
58,739
8,513

157,175
167,175
782,000
120,000
41,672
2,466,837
4,426
32,850
70,000
8,513

68%
70%
58%
80%
*
17%
*
*
*
*

Total Income

5,006,300

1,555,883

3,850,648

31%

0

(306,481)

8,074

Regional Transport Strategy
Health & Transport Action Plan
Bus Action Plan
Rail Action Plan
General
Project Feasibility & Monitoring
Contingency
Travel Planning
Rechargeable Costs

Operating (Surplus)/Deficit
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Appendix 2
Nestrans 2017/18
Proposed Virements as at 5 December 2017
Budget Head
Project
Strategic Investment Programme
Strategic Road Capacity
Improvements
AWPR Signage
Strategic Road Safety
A92 Nether Knox Embankment
Improvements
Reconstruction
Strategic Road Prioritised
A947 Mill of Kingoodie Bends Ph2
Maintenance
resurfacing
Strategic Road Prioritised
A947 Lower Woodtown to Birkenhills
Maintenance
resurfacing

Current
Budget

Proposed
Virement

30,000

(16,000)

100,000

(15,000)

100,050

(18,277)

125,020

(28,000)
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Bus Improvements

Ellon Park and Ride

470,000

(37,412)

Bus Improvements

250,000

(190,000)

Bus Improvements

Oldmeldrum Interchange Hub
Interface to region wide real time
information system of ticketing hardware for
small operators

10,000

(1,136)

Transport Interchange

Union Terrace Gardens Project

0

18,000

Walking and Cycling

61,935

224,483

Walking and Cycling

A96 Inverurie to Kintore Cycleway - Ph 2
Feasibility and Design of Future Cycleway
Schemes in 5 Integrated Travel Towns

39,458

26,542

Walking and Cycling

Parkway Extension Ph3&4

150,000

(50,000)

Walking and Cycling

Craigshaw Drive cycle route design
development

15,000

(7,000)

Walking and Cycling

Riverside Path, Bridge of Dee to RGU

20,000

(16,200)

Walking and Cycling
Walking and Cycling

Middlefield and Northfield Active Travel
Project
Balgownie ramps cycling project

150,000
0

(57,000)
92,000

Revised
Budget

Comments

14,000 Signs complete and full budget not required.
Reduced costs as existing drainage satisfactory and didn't have
85,000 to be re-directed.
Less works required than originally anticipated and binder course
81,773 didn't have to be removed after the wearing course.
Reduced costs as binder course didn't have to be removed after
97,020 the wearing course.
Contract not expected to be awarded until March 2018, with
432,588 works undertaken next financial year.
Delayed due to land issues and don't expect to award contract for
60,000 construction until April/May 2018

8,864 Works complete and underspent against allocated budget.
Funding for appraisal of the transport options for Union Terrace
18,000 in relation to the Union Terrace Gardens Project
Propose increasing Nestrans contribution to cover whole
construction cost that would otherwise be funded by
286,418 Aberdeenshire Council
Additional cost to complete feasibility studies for Huntly,
66,000 Fraserburgh, Ellon, Inverurie and Portlethen
Phase 4 delayed due to land issues and will have no further
100,000 expenditure in 2017/18/
Aim to obtain approval of preferred option at CHI Cttee in Jan,
but design will not be completed by end March and full budget will
8,000 not be used.
Scope of project widened to look at feasibility of different options.
Preferred option unlikely to be identified until after March 2018
3,800 and Sustrans agreed to meet any remaining costs in 2017/18.
Cost of improvements to junctions of Provost Rust Drive and
Manor Avenue less than anticipated and further value
93,000 engineering has created a saving meaning full budget not
92,000 Contribution to the cost of relocating a Scottish Water main

Current
Budget

Proposed
Virement

Budget Head

Project

Rail

Insch

0

25,000

Rail

Station Car Park Study

0

30,000

Rail

Dyce Station bid preparation

0

20,000
0

Revised
Budget

Comments
Funding for a feasibility study to assess options for improving
25,000 access to Insch railway station.
Study to investigate parking requirements at Portlethen,
Stonehaven and Laurencekirk incl. origin/ destination of users,
30,000 future patronage estimates and potential land availability.
Consultancy work to prepare a bid to the Scottish Stations Fund
20,000 for additional car parking at Dyce Station
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Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide information and updates for the Board on a number
of matters not requiring decision.



Aberdeen City Region Deal: Strategic Transport Assessment

Within the City Region Deal Agreement, a commitment is given to undertake a Strategic
Transport Appraisal, taking a 20-year strategic view of the transport implications of the
investment unlocked by the Deal across all modes of transport, based on Scottish Transport
Appraisal Guidance. This will recognise the priorities of Local, Regional and National
Transport Plans and Programmes. The outcome of the Appraisal process will be the
identification of the optimum transport infrastructure required to enable the North East of
Scotland to achieve its development aspirations, as set out in the Strategic Development
Plan, the Local Development Plans of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, the Regional
Economic Strategy and thereafter the development of further business cases to enable
progression of key strategic interventions.
The overall cost of the Strategic Transport Appraisal is expected to be approximately £7m
between 2016/17 and 2025/26, with £2.5m from each of the UK and Scottish Governments
and £1m each from Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen City Council.
Jacobs have now been appointed to undertake the outline business case for the Strategic
Transport Appraisal based on Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) and have
recently held one-to-one briefings with stakeholders and group workshops to set the scene
and invite initial comment.
The aim of this outline business case is to confirm the background and rationale for the
Strategic Transport Appraisal, setting out the key processes, milestones and outcomes. The
scope of work will include addressing issues at key gateways into Aberdeen; enabling safe,
reliable and attractive connections (road and public transport) along key strategic corridors
which promote economic growth; tying together transport infrastructure and development
planning/management, on a city/region basis; and facilitating the City Centre Masterplan.
Accordingly, the key areas to be addressed in the Strategic Transport Appraisal, fitting with
the goals of the CRD, will be:
1)
Facilitating opportunities for future economic growth;
2)
Ensuring that the key gateways into Aberdeen work effectively and efficiently;
3)
Facilitating the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan;
4)
Addressing the performance of key radial routes;
5)
Providing effective and safe links on key regional corridors, for example the A90
North, A947, A96, A944, A93 and A90 South;
6)
Providing effective transport connections to accommodate strategic housing growth;
and
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7)

Ensuring the key hubs of the city region transport network facilitate economic growth.

A group has been established to manage the transport elements of the CRD, consisting of
officers from Transport Scotland, Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council
and the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority. Strategic
advice is also being offered from the Department for Transport (DfT).
The group meets approximately every 6 weeks and is co-led by the CRD Transportation
Workstream Lead and Transport Scotland. As the group has direct DfT and Transport
Scotland involvement, decision-making on behalf of the two Governments has been
devolved to the group. This group will therefore act as the de facto Project Board, reporting
to the Aberdeen City Region Deal Programme Board on an operational basis, with the
Aberdeen City Region Deal Joint Committee anticipated to provide approvals of key project
stages.
The Strategic Transport Appraisal will form an important element in providing the
foundations for a Review of Nestrans’ Regional Transport Strategy.



Wellington Road Multi-Modal Corridor Study Update

A public drop in session was held at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel from 4pm to 8pm on
Wednesday 29 November to present information from the Wellington Road multi-modal
corridor study. The information displayed at the exhibition and feedback form can be
accessed on the consultation hub on the Aberdeen City Council website at
https://consultation.aberdeencity.gov.uk/planning/wellington-road-multi-modal-corridor-studypublic under the headings of:
 Exhibition slides,
 Problems and Options Plans and
 Feedback form.
The deadline for submitting responses is Wednesday 20 December 2017.
The event was advertised by press release, on Council and Nestrans websites and reported
on STV news. The aim is to get public feedback on the emerging options to improve
strategic transport connections and active travel on the A956 Wellington Road corridor as
part of the STAG part 1 assessment commissioned by Aberdeen City Council and being
funded by Nestrans.



ORR Station Usage Data for 2016/17

On Friday 1st December, the Office of Road and Rail (ORR) published their annual station
usage data, which details travellers through each of the UK’s 2,560 mainline stations.
http://orr.gov.uk/statistics/published-stats/station-usage-estimates
Passenger numbers through Scotland’s stations as a whole increased from 186.7million in
2015/16 to 188.5million in 2016/17, an increase of 0.9% year on year.
In recent years, the north east has seen significant growth (up from 2.8 million using the
region’s stations in 2004/05 to over 6 million in 2014/15), however the figures for the current
year (2016/17) see a fall to 4.93 million. Each of the north east stations saw a reduction on
the previous year’s numbers, with reductions between 4% at Inverurie to 22% at Dyce.
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Passengers through Aberdeen station reduced from 3.46million in 2015/16 to 3.06million in
2016/17, a decline of around 12%.
Much of the decline is presumably as a result of difficult times for the offshore oil and gas
industries and the local economy generally.
Whilst the figures are disappointing, it should be recognised that they still represent the sixth
highest patronage figures for north east stations since records began, returning to levels
similar to 2011/12. With significant investment currently being carried out to upgrade the
Aberdeen-Inverness line, including dualling the track between Aberdeen and Inverurie;
developing a new station at Kintore; the proposal for a cross-Aberdeen service with greater
frequencies at many stations; and major new rolling-stock developments, rail passengers will
see a step change improvement in service over the next few years.
Getabout Update



The Getabout Festive travel campaign, promoting public transport and park and ride started
on the 13th of November which includes a radio advert and outdoor bill boards and bus
advertising. The Getabout working group continues to meet six weekly to update partners
and coordinate plans. An evaluation of current and previous marketing and the Getabout
website as well as views on Sustainable Travel is planned for early New Year and will be
reported to the Board when the results are available.
Nestrans Press Releases



Since the last meeting of the Board, Nestrans website has carried the following press
releases (the full press release and details are available from the Nestrans’ website):
 31 October 2017: Christmas cheer for Inverurie Rail Station parking
Early November will see work starting on the 36 additional car parking spaces at
Inverurie Station, the ScotRail Alliance has announced. Aberdeenshire Council, Nestrans
and Luddon Construction will start work with the ScotRail Alliance on 13 November to
complete the extension – which forms an early phase of the Inverurie Transport
Interchange – by Christmas….. Read More
 31 October 2017: A90 average speed cameras are now live
Evidence across Scotland has shown the significant road safety benefits following the
installation of average speed cameras (ASC). This includes fewer people being killed or
seriously injured, more reliable journey times and improved driver behaviour. Transport
Minister announced that cameras are now operational on the 51½ mile stretch of the A90
between Dundee and Stonehaven, will help save lives. The evidence from other average
speed systems across Scotland continues to demonstrate the various benefits these
cameras will bring to drivers….. Read More


1 November 2017: New online presence for north east road safety partners

Road safety partners across the north east of Scotland will promote safety advice and
information from a new Twitter account. Road Safety North East Scotland (RSNES) will
share information relevant to the local authority areas managed by Aberdeen City
Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Moray Council. The partners are drawn from the
organisations jointly delivering the North East Scotland Road Casualty Reduction
Strategy. In addition to the three councils, RSNES includes: Nestrans, NHS Grampian,
the North Safety Camera Unit, Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service….. Read More
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3 November 2017: Nestrans studies identify effective improvements to
transport links north of Aberdeen
Politicians from across the north east have met today (Friday, 3rd November) to hear the
findings of two reports which look at improving transport links north of Aberdeen.
Members of the Nestrans Board, MPs and MSPs received presentations from the two
consultant teams who had been tasked with investigating detailed road and rail options
for the Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport Study (FPASTS).
The ongoing ‘all-modes’ study investigates strategic transport issues for improving
transport links along the 50 mile stretch from Peterhead and Fraserburgh to Aberdeen
and Dyce…….. Read More


6 November, 2017: Do you have the drive, direction and dedication to help
shape North-east transport?
Nestrans has launched a search to fill board position. Nestrans, the Regional Transport
Partnership for the North-east of Scotland have today (Monday, 6 November) launched
their search to find a new member to serve on the Board…... Read More


24 November 2017: Public drop-in session to be held to present Wellington
Road corridor options

A public drop-in session is to be held to gain feedback on emerging options to improve
strategic transport connections and active travel for the Wellington Road Corridor. The
public drop-in event is to be held at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel on Wednesday (29
November) from 4-8pm…... Read More



Marketing and Public Relations Update

A summary of Nestrans’ marketing and PR activities in recent months are attached in
Appendix A to this report.



Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this report.
RD/JA/KW/LJ 30 November 2017
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Appendix A

Nestrans Communications Report
25 October 17 – 28 November 17



Nestrans Media Releases & Statements Issued

Date

Type

31.10.17

Joint
Release

01.11.17

Media Call

Media call issued in advance inviting local press along to
interviews with the Nestrans chair following Fraserburgh and
Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport Study (FPASTS)
workshop on 3.11.17.

03.11.17

Press Release

Press release issued following FPASTS workshop.

03.11.17

Interviews

Media interviews with the Nestrans Chair following FPASTS
workshop. Interviews with: The Press and Journal, Evening
Express, Northsound, Original 106, BBC and STV.

06.11.17

Press Release

Press release issued regarding
Member Recruitment.

17.11.17

Recruitment
Advert

Advert in the recruitment section of the Press and Journal
regarding Non-Councillor Board Member Recruitment.



Details
Press Joint press release with ScotRail and Aberdeenshire Council
regarding work starting on the 36 additional car parking
spaces at Inverurie Station. Councillor Argyle quoted as
Nestrans Chair, Deputy Leader of Aberdeenshire Council
and Chair of ISC.

Non-Councillor Board

Nestrans News Coverage

Date

25.10.17

Media

Headline

Evening
Express

Plans for new train
station
on
The Scottish Government has given its
Aberdeenapproval for the compulsory purchase of land
Inverness
line
for the new station at Kintore.
move
step
forward.

Press and
Journal
26.10.17
Evening
Express

Details

Strategic Transport Fund: The Supreme
Court upheld a decision that the Elsick
Duke
wins
Development Company should not have to
landmark planning
pay £7.5million to Aberdeenshire Council
court ruling.
and Aberdeen City Council for transport
improvements.
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Construction teams will create 36 more
spaces at Inverurie Railway Station as part of
More
parking
an extension which form an early part of the
Press and spaces
to
be
31.10.17
town’s new transport interchange. The
Journal
created at railway
project
is
a
partnership
between
station.
Aberdeenshire
Council,
Scotrail
and
Nestrans. Nestrans Chair quoted.
01.11.17

Inverurie
Herald

Work to begin on
rail station car As above.
parking.

01.11.17

Evening
Express

Work to begin on
railway car park Story as above, but article in brief.
extension.

Evening
Express

Hopes that a north-east railway line could be
reopened have been renewed. Economy
Secretary Keith Brown says his department
will look into the viability of connecting
Rail revival being Peterhead to Aberdeen through a train
considered.
service in the next investment period. Mr
Brown noted that Transport Scotland was
reviewing the work that Nestrans has
undertaken in relation to improvements for
transport links north of Aberdeen (FPASTS).

01.11.17

Reinstating
Article on findings from the Road and Rail
Original 106 Aberdeen to Ellon
03.11.17
FPASTS reports, features quote from
(Online)
rail line could cost
Nestrans Chair.
up to £381 million.

03.11.17

Evening
Express

03.11.17 BBC News

Road
improvements
costing
£40m As above.
could
be
built
north of the city.
Reinstating rail line
between Aberdeen
As above.
and Ellon 'could
cost £381m'.

Rail
and
Press and
04.11.17
upgrades
Journal
analysed.

04.11.17

Evening
Express

road
As above.

Councillors
give
opinion on report
proposals
for Double page spread analysing the FPASTS
boost to N-east reports in more detail.
road
and
rail
travel.
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Councillor Gillian Owen has praised
Plans for road Nestrans plans to improve the A90 road from
improvements
Fraserburgh to Peterhead as part of the
welcomed.
FPASTS, particularly noting the Toll of
Birness.

06.11.17

Evening
Express

07.11.17

Press and Partners seek new Nestrans has launched its search for a new
Journal
member.
board member.

Aberdeen &
Nestrans launch
Grampian
07.11.17
search to fill board As above.
Chamber of
position.
Commerce
Ministers have been accused of backtracking
on a high-profile pledge to devote an extra
£200million to improving rail transport for
north-east passengers. A confidential memo
Press and ‘£200m vow led us to Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
09.11.17
Journal
down wrong track’. councillors reveals concerns that the funds –
promised by the Scottish Government
alongside the City Region Deal – will be
diverted to works that do not “primarily”
benefit the region.

10.11.17 Ellon Times

Rail plan on track.

Three detailed options for a reopened rail
service between Aberdeen, Dyce and Ellon
have been discussed by local politicians and
members of the Nestrans Board.

Banffshire and Buchan Coast MSP Stewart
Stevenson has written to the transport
Toll of Birness to minister to arrange a special meeting to
Press and
11.11.17
come
under discuss
potential
improvements.
Mr
Journal
spotlight.
Stevenson notes that he is writing to the
minister following the Nestrans FPASTS
briefing.
Average
speed
cameras would not
Press and
11.11.17
have
prevented
Journal
scores of A90
crashes.
Pocket GPS
World
(website
A90
Camera
11.11.17 also
Decision
produces a Questioned.
Speed
Camera
Database)

Scottish Conservatives say police data
released to the party showed that 124 of 272
accidents over the last four years “would not
likely have been helped by the moneyspinning measure”.
Nestrans Chair quoted to say that whilst it
was fair to say that nobody likes average
speed cameras, they have been proven
effective. Notes the dangers around crossing
busy junctions and that ASC will help to
reduce traffic speeds.
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Councillor
Gillian
Owen,
who
has
Press and Cross-party effort campaigned for the dualling of the A90 to
13.11.17
Journal
urged.
include the Toll of Birness, has urged crossparty cooperation on the issue.

13.11.17

Evening
Express

MSP
requests
Stewart Stevenson has written to Humza
meeting
with
Yousaf about the Toll of Birness which has
transport minister
been the scene of a number of collisions in
over
notorious
recent years. Notes the Nestrans study.
junction.
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Agenda Item 9
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

9 Conferences and Presentations



Recent and Forthcoming Conferences of Interest to Nestrans

Date

Location

Title

Conf
Cost
(Excl.
Vat)

Organiser

Nestrans
Attendees

Wed 15th
November
2017

Scottish
Parliament

Local Bus & Smart
Ticketing
Consultation
Seminar

Transport
Scotland

Nil

Margaret Bochel

Wed 29th
November
2017

Edinburgh

STAG/Latis Annual
User Group Meeting

Transport
Scotland

Nil

Jennifer
Anderson

Thurs 30th
November
2017

Glasgow

Air Quality and
Active Travel

Cycling
Scotland

Nil

Jon Barron

Tues 5th
December
2017

Belmont
Filmhouse,
Aberdeen

Vanguard
Conference

Aberdeen &
Grampian
Chamber of
Commerce

£50

Derick Murray



Other Training
Date



Location

Title

Organiser

Cost

(excl. VAT)

Attendees

Presentations by Nestrans
Date

Thurs 30th
November
2017

Location

Presentation Title

Brodies
Solicitors,
Union Grove,
Aberdeen

Vanguard Legacy
Infrastructure Group

Organisation
and Audience

Aberdeen &
Grampian
Chamber of
Commerce

Press
Involvem
ent

No

Presenters

Rab Dickson

TH/RD/ 05 December 2017
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Agenda Item 10
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 13 December 2017

10 Pending Business and Reports for Future Meetings



Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to advise of progress on pending business requested by the
Board and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings, and to provide the
opportunity for the Board to add to or amend this scheduling.



Background
It has been agreed that this be a standing item on the Board's agenda, listing progress
on major areas of work which are not yet in final form to report to the Board with reasons
for any delays explained, together with a provisional list of major reports for future Board
meetings.



Pending Business
Reports highlighted previously as pending or which the Board has requested reports on,
which are included in this agenda are:
o Presentation on Mobility as a Service;
o City Region Deal Transport Appraisal; and
o Consultation on the Financial Accounting Arrangements for Regional Transport
Partnerships.



Major Reports for Future Meetings
Arrangements have been made to have speakers at future Board meetings:
o Minister for Transport & the Islands (February 2018).
It is intended to bring reports on the following items to future meetings of the Board:
o National Transport Strategy progress;
o Programme for developing a Revised Regional Transport Strategy;
o City Centre Masterplan progress;
o Response to Cairngorms National Park Development Plan consultation;
o Bridge of Dee STAG 2 report;
o Nestrans Risk Register Review;
o A96 dualling Update and Progress Report; and
o A947 Route Action Plan.



Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the
provisional scheduling of major reports to future Board meetings.
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